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Introduction  

This pending summative report is based on approximately seventeen (17) months of 

qualitative case study research in Eastern Coastal High School (pseudonym). The study was 

originally conceptualized as a collective case study consisting of four additional high schools 

within an Anglophone school district in New Brunswick. Recent and on-going global events 

since we began on April 22, 2015, have affected several planned stages of our data collection and 

analytical stages in this first inquiry. As a consequence, in February, 2016 when the school 

welcomed an influx of Syrian students and their families into the school community, our team 

decided to pull back and pause in the project. This decision was intentional and made in 

collaboration with our colleagues in the school who were part of and supporting this work. Many 

of our participants agreed with us that it was important to allow their colleagues abundant time to 

adjust to the flurry of recent demographic changes in the school. As a result we were unable to 

collect data from newcomer students. This student data set is an important part of this study, and 

it is our hope that the school and its administration will extend us one more data cycle in 2017 to 

acquire the perspectives of newcomer/new Canadian students. Case study research is bounded in 

time and place (Creswell, 1998; Stake, 1995); as researchers and educators, we are cognizant of 

the demands placed on educators and respect the reality that they and their students need to 

proceed with the daily rigor of teaching and learning. We have decided to report on selected data 

that we have collected in our inquiry in this pending summative report. We will not be able to 

report on all the data as a portion of it needs to be compared and substantiated with the student 

data. Further, if we attempt to write a full scale summative report, a monograph of many hundred 

pages may be produced and we believe it will not serve and support the efforts of the participants 

and their colleagues in the school.  We do believe that our findings to date have the potential to 

make a valuable contribution to ongoing school and district planning so we report the main 

thematic findings in this report based on several categories we identified early in the study and 

developed into the thematic statements as the inquiry progressed. 

Increasing immigration, demographic change and diversity 

Our project focuses on the reality of increasing immigration, demographic change and 

diversity in Eastern Coastal High School. The main research question in our project is: What 

is/are the impact and implications of immigration, demographic changes and increasing 
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diversity on teachers, administrators and students in a New Brunswick high school context? Our 

work with teachers and administrators in the school has allowed us to observe first-hand how the 

rapid demographic changes have led to increasing diversity in the school community and 

catchment areas. We have enjoyed learning about how educators across the various departments 

in ECHS are responding to their new social realities. Our research purpose is to provide 

systematic and rigorous inquiry into the lifeworld and culture of the school through the 

perceptions of multiple stakeholders who volunteered to share their experiences with us 

(Creswell, 1998; Sergiovanni, 2000). We employed a range of approaches to engage educators in 

the school including a survey, focus group and individual interviews and tasks to stimulate self-

reflection. (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). As researchers, we have benefitted from and appreciated 

the wisdom of the participants in the study who have not only answered our questions, but have 

given us additional support from the beginning through multiple visits, continuous email 

communication and member-checking scenarios. For instance, we had initially planned to 

conduct survey, interview and follow-up member-check data collection and supplement what we 

collected with documents and our field notes. As the project began in the spring of 2015, the 

school was still dealing with a social complexity that was unrelated to our work, but nonetheless, 

we firmly believed the situation would have an impact on our initial engagement with the staff. It 

did. After a 20 minute presentation by the Principal Investigator who spoke about the study and 

reasons why our team wanted to conduct the study at Eastern Coastal High School, the staff was 

invited to participate. An initial survey questionnaire was distributed for the educators to fill out 

at their leisure over the following month (see Appendix 1). In total, 87 of 114 staff were in 

attendance at this staff meeting. Those who were not in attendance were given the survey in their 

school mailbox and invited to respond to our questions through several emails sent to them over 

the course of May, 2015. We received 21 surveys back and of those, only 13 were completed. 

We were disappointed with this low response and we believed there were several possible 

reasons for it. Nonetheless, the responses on the surveys we did receive were rich and provided 

an adequate sense of the perspectives of the respondents of the challenges the school and its 

stakeholders were facing related to increasing immigration, demographic changes and diversity. 

But it was still a low response rate. That is when the leadership in the school stepped up and 

suggested we add another stage in our data collection by constructing focus group questions and 

inviting additional participation. We are thankful to the principal of Eastern Coastal High School 
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for his guidance and support for our work, and to all his colleagues in the school who 

participated directly in surveys, interviews, focus groups and follow-up meetings. As well, we 

are thankful to those individuals in the main office who participated indirectly in the study with 

welcoming smiles, greetings, riddles for grandchildren, and encouragement and helped us in 

setting up meetings or sending us in the proper direction to our participants. This work could not 

have been completed without all the support we enjoyed and benefitted from. We are committed 

to completing the research at ECHS before moving on to a multi-year study of other diverse 

schools in New Brunswick. 

Our project was reviewed by the University of New Brunswick Research Ethics Board in 

December 2014, the New Brunswick Education and Early Childhood Development in February 

of 2015 and the Anglophone School District in March of 2015. We addressed all their concerns 

and appreciated the suggestions that were provided. After the study began, we made several 

modifications which also were reviewed by the University of New Brunswick Research Ethics 

Board. We have adhered closely to our qualitative research design by gathering our data in a 

timely fashion. We have provided two interim reports and a submitted article (Hamm, 

Massfeller, Scott & Cormier, 2017) based on early findings and our methodology to the school 

and we had one opportunity to work with a group of ECHS teachers and report our early findings 

to them in December of 2015. We hope our participatory approach supports the teachers and 

administrators and builds upon their understandings of the evolving social realities within their 

day to day interactions in their school. We hope our work encourages ongoing dialogue and 

action that will support teacher pedagogy, student learning, and organizational wellness and 

contribute to the overall positive school culture at ECHS. In our inquiry, we have found that 

Eastern Coastal High School educators and administrators have worked hard to continually grow 

and sustain a vibrant and inviting learning environment for all their students in this era of rapid 

demographic change in the community we share and province of New Brunswick.  

Context and Relationship to the Literature 

There is a growing body of literature that advocates for educators and administrators 

becoming more aware of demographic changes in their communities and schools (Cooper, 2009; 

Evans, 2007; Hamm, 2009; Hamm, Peck & Sears, under review; Goddard, 2010; Merchant, 
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2000). In this report, we find ourselves agreeing with scholars who locate their work in this field; 

many of them claim that teachers and leaders who are aware of demographic changes are 

generally in better pedagogical and leadership positions to respond more effectively to the 

changes (Blair, 2002; Cooper, 2009; Diems, Welton, Frankenberg & Jellison Holme, 2016; Scott 

& Rarieya, 2011; Theoharis, 2007). For this report, we have referenced studies focusing on 

teaching and learning in diverse schools (Gay, 2013; Howard, 1999; Kelly, 1998; Santoro, 2009; 

Shields, 2003, 2004, 2010), leadership in diverse schools (Dimmock & Walker, 2005; Evans, 

2007; Goddard, 2010; Goddard & Hart, 2007; Madhlangobe & Gordon, 2012; Ryan, 2003; 

Walker & Dimmock, 2005), and English as a Second Language (ESL) and English as Additional 

Language (EAL) research and teaching (Arnett, 2014; Coelho, 1998; Grady, 2001; Derwing, 

2003; Kristmanson, LaFargue & Culligan, 2011, 2013; Roessingh, 2006). Though we continue to 

draw heavily on the findings and frameworks from many of these studies, our concern and focus 

in this project is on the responses of teachers and leaders in diverse “rurally-influenced” smaller 

cities, communities and schools in Canada (Hamm & Cormier, 2015) with populations under 

100,000 people. We have learned a great deal from our research colleagues who conduct their 

research in large North American cities, but there are significant differences between increasing 

diversity in rural communities compared to large urban settings. There has been some research 

into rural areas that examines demographic changes in their communities and schools for various 

economic and social reasons (Broadway, 2013; Grady, 2001; Hamm, 2009, 2013; Wilson-

Forsberg, 2016), but there is still an absence of educational literature around this topic, 

particularly in Canada. It is our intention to contribute to this gap through our work in New 

Brunswick.  

In the next sections we focus on three topics in the literature that are relevant to our 

research study. They are: 1. Global Migration and Demographic Change in New Brunswick; 2. 

Demographic Change and Increasing Diversity in communities and schools; 3. Educational and 

Leadership Responses to Demographic Change and Diversity. By no means do we believe that 

this is an exhaustive literature review. We will keep abreast of research developments in the field 

as our work continues. We will address each topic in the following sub-sections. 
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Global Migration and Demographic Change in New Brunswick 

When considering immigration and demographic changes and its impact on communities 

and organizations such as schools, we draw first from Ogbu and Simons’ (1998) work related to 

the global migration of people. We believe their idea of voluntary immigrant minorities fits well 

with the current New Brunswick economic climate and social context related to growing the 

population and stabilizing the provincial economy. The researchers claim that voluntary 

immigrant minorities “are those who have more or less willingly moved…because they expect 

better opportunities (better job, more political or religious freedom) than they had in their 

homelands or places of origin” (p. 164). They argue that refugees and migrant guest workers are 

not voluntary immigrant minorities. Refugees have left their home countries to relocate in safer 

countries, often because of crisis and war. Migrant workers typically do not plan to stay in their 

new country for long. All three groups, according to Ogbu and Simons (1998) will face some 

similar, as well as different, challenges in their host country regarding settlement, schooling, 

employment and retention.  

The news articles that we have collected this past year for this study and entered as data 

illuminate the stories of new immigrant families and their children, temporary foreign workers, 

permanent residents, international students and refugee families. Yet we understand that the 

news stories do not paint a picture that fully explains all the reasons why people are coming to 

New Brunswick and we believe it is necessary to ground our understanding in some additional 

theory and documents. This is especially important in the New Brunswick context when we 

consider the reality of people arriving from various countries in the world to live and find work 

in what we glean from many documents as an economically challenged province (New 

Brunswick Government PGS, 2014; New Brunswick Government EGP, 2016). Hamm (2009) 

and Broadway (2007, 2013) reported on a similar demographic phenomenon in the province of 

Alberta, but both researchers observed and experienced a robust and rich province at that time 

(2004 – 2013) with abundant economic opportunities for its new citizenry. That is not the case in 

New Brunswick in our current era as people coming here often struggle finding work as this 

reality has been reported (Huras, 2016). Many of the educators and community members we 

have spoken to continue to wonder why new immigrants and refugees are arriving in our 

province, when for instance, they will be competing with the dominant Anglophone, 
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Francophone and First Nations populations for employment. Our response to this perception is 

guided by the work of Immanuel Wallerstein (2005) who argues that many people arriving from 

war torn countries or countries suffering other misfortunes are simply looking for safety and any 

opportunity to secure employment to get them and their families started (ARAISA, 2014; 

Inkster, 2006; Mahaffey, 2002; Yanchyk, 2011). In his description of the capitalist world 

economy, Wallerstein (2005) explains how a labour pool is filled in regions like New Brunswick, 

even during a downturn in economic activity. He says, 

At a world level this can be compensated for by expanding the pool of wage workers 

elsewhere in the world, who are willing to work at a lower level of wages. This can be 

done by drawing new persons into the wage-labor pool, for whom the lower wage 

represents in fact an increase in real income. (Wallerstein, 2005, pp. 31-32) 

We have found this economic claim to be true in many cases simply by speaking with new 

immigrant adults who have left their country with their children (Hamm, 2009; Hamm et al., 

2017). Though their stories are not part of this report, the new immigrant parents we have spoken 

to in New Brunswick feel fortunate to be in Canada starting their lives again, even if it means 

working for lower wages than their Canadian neighbours. At a recent New Brunswick 

Multicultural Council symposium on immigration, retention of new Canadians within our 

province, and building welcoming communities, one researcher in this project learned that there 

are abundant jobs available in New Brunswick with an average salary of 18 dollars per hour 

(Campbell & Kelly, 2016). Many of these jobs are in the aquaculture and service-related 

industries within our province. 

Demographic Change and Increasing Diversity in Communities and Schools  

Hodgkinson (2002) and Smith-Davis (2004) encourage educators to prepare themselves 

for demographic changes because children arriving in schools will require additional services 

that the school may not have in place for them or even find their school staff in an educative 

process of planning for them. As populations of people moved out of their countries due to war 

during the last 20 years, researchers noted a rise in student and family trauma, educational gaps 

in their learning and student difficulty in trusting other people, particularly those in positions 
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who could help and support them (McDonald, 2000; Merchant, 1999a, 1999b, 2000; Pryor, 

2001; Smith-Davis, 2004).  

Vega, Lasser and Plotts (2015) advocate for school psychologists to be part of the 

professional network in schools receiving large numbers of newcomers and who are capable of 

working with children and families who have endured conflict, war and suffering. The 

researchers argue that: 

With migration comes a host of educational and mental health challenges and school 

psychologists across the world must be prepared to serve culturally and linguistically 

diverse (CLD) children and families. For example, the American Psychological 

Association (APA, 2012) has identified a number of issues related to immigration and 

educational setting such as appropriate assessment and placement, mental health needs of 

learners, and the social-emotional impacts of discrimination. (2015, p. 359) 

Demographic change and increasing diversity can bring a host of additional social challenges, 

educational complexities, but more importantly perhaps, additional professional learning 

opportunities in schools as several New Brunswick research teams have identified the past 

decade. Varma-Joshi, Baker and Tanaka (2004) conducted research with visible minority youth 

and their parents in New Brunswick. They found that there was a disparity in perceptions of what 

constituted racial name-calling. The students and their families viewed the behavior as a 

continual pattern of harassment and wanted the school officials to effectively deal with the name-

calling, while authority figures viewed the behavior as isolated incidents. The authors in the 

study argued for increased attention to these incidents by school and district officials through 

professional learning. Peck, Sears and Donaldson (2008) and Hamm, Peck and Sears (under 

review) have been interested in how New Brunswick elementary and middle school students 

understand ethnic diversity. In their evolving phenomenographic qualitative research, the 

researchers found that many of their student participants (most of whom were part of the 

dominant Anglophone culture) demonstrate limited understandings of ethnic diversity as well as 

several cultural symbols that have cultural and religious significance in many minority 

communities. In the recent iteration of their study, many of the student participants demonstrated 

personal tension when they were shown images of minority students and groups making a case 

for additional cultural and legal accommodations.  
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Wilson-Forsberg (2012) conducted research with immigrant students between two 

communities in New Brunswick. She found that the students needed to feel and experience an 

immediate sense of belonging in the school and in their wider community. She argued that for 

this to occur, the new immigrant students in her study needed all school personnel – teachers, 

administrators, support staff and especially their Canadian student peers – to intentionally 

include them in classroom, extra-curricular and social activities (Wilson-Forsberg, 2016).  

In another New Brunswick study, Arnett (2014) found that new immigrant students 

between the ages of 18-21 are vulnerable in the current structures of the Canadian education 

system. The researcher conducted her year-long study in a school that was welcoming increasing 

numbers of new immigrant students and of that number, many were in that older age category. 

Though the students were described by one participant that they had come to Canada to “better 

themselves” (Arnett, 2014, p. 51), many found their courses and curriculum challenging due to 

their level of English language competency. Referencing the New Brunswick Inclusive 

Education policy (Porter & AuCoin, 2012), Arnett reported that participants in her study noted 

how the policy document included new immigrant/newcomer as part of the inclusive educational 

mandate, but their searches for additional resources to support the students “came up empty” 

(Arnett, 2014, p. 49). The author concluded her report by suggesting that: 

  

Given that Canada is so intent to grow its population through immigration, it would seem 

that a more concerted investment in K-12 language programming, particularly for the 

group of students in the limbo zone of 18-21, is of critical importance in helping these 

individuals gain access to the kinds of higher education and jobs desired by the federal 

government. (2014, p. 55) 

 

Kristmanson, LaFargue and Culligan (2011) conducted action research with several 

educators in a large New Brunswick school. In their project, the researchers were interested in 

how second and foreign language teachers could build additional pedagogical knowledge and 

classroom strategies through working together in a professional learning community.  The 

project was focused on how the teachers could potentially engage their students more effectively 

through the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) and the European Language 

Portfolio (ELP). They found that the teachers developed a philosophical stance through deeper 
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reflections of their current classroom pedagogies. The main goal of the project was to support 

learners to become agents of their learning and to grow their intercultural competence.  

Inevitably, teachers in demographically changing schools will encounter multiple and 

diverse challenges working with international, new immigrant and refugee students. What may 

be most imperative is for teachers and leaders to work together creatively and continuously to 

secure all the educational and social opportunities for all their students who share common 

spaces (Banks, et al. 2005). 

 

Educational and Leadership Responses to Demographic Change and Diversity 

Many researchers who are interested in diversity and intercultural education argue that 

educators are often slow to respond and adapt their curriculums, pedagogies and leadership for 

newcomer and refugee students (Evans, 2007; Grady, 2001; Howard 2007; Kelly, 1998). 

Researchers in this field argue that this does not have to happen and propose specific preparation 

strategies to welcome newcomers and to reduce educator stress during the time before and after 

their arrival (Boothe, 2000; Hamm, 2013, 2015b; Howard, 1999; McCray, Wright & Beachum, 

2004; Ryan, 2003, 2006; Shields, 2003). Current national and global realities provide 

confirmation of the significance of educational and leadership preparation in the age of 

increasing immigration and demographic change. For instance, in the past year, Canada has 

welcomed 33,000 Syrian refugees and one team member on this project was informed at a recent 

provincial settlement conference that the current federal government is aiming for 40,000 by the 

end of 2016 (B. Derible, personal communication, November 17, 2016). Of those people, over 

1,500 have already settled in New Brunswick (New Brunswick Multicultural Council Annual 

Symposium, 2016). 

Sather and Henze (2001) and Walker and Dimmock (2005) encourage school leaders and 

teachers to be proactive in learning about when and from where the children and their families 

will be arriving. Further, Sather and Henze (2001) suggest that leaders must “make themselves 

available to staff and students, listen well, and seek multiple perspectives on problems facing the 

school” (p. 28). By acting pre-emptively,  proactive leaders can thus set priority needs and 

construct strategies to address the most pressing challenges they are or will soon be facing when 

the children and their families arrive (Dimmock and Walker, 2005; Soukamneuth, 2004).  
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Continuous professional development (CPD) and learning is important for all educators 

(Holmes, 2013); we argue that it is most important for educators and leaders who are working in 

highly turbulent environments (Hamm, 2015b; Hamm & Cormier, 2014). The emphasis on CPD 

in demographically changing schools and communities cannot be underestimated or worse, 

ignored. It is important that those most responsible for professional learning in demographically 

changing schools and communities ensure that CPD is focused on topics that are relevant to the 

changing conditions that educators are confronting so they can examine and adjust their current 

pedagogies and classroom strategies. Leithwood and McAdie (2007), Fullan, (2006) and Dufour 

(2007) suggest that professional development needs to be generated through collective staff 

dialogue and participation at the school level especially because “Districts are a frequent source 

of change – new guidelines, new standards, new programs, new forms of student assessment, and 

the like. Both the nature and speed of such change can become a significant source of stress for 

teachers” (Leithwood & McAdie, 2007, p. 45). Further, Ryan (1999, 2006) has argued that it is 

important for educators and school leaders to communicate widely in the public sphere how their 

school is changing so parents and community members are aware of the increasing diversity in 

the school and how it may be affecting the lives of students and educators and contributing to the 

school culture and climate. This is especially important when families arrive in the community 

with very little in the way of personal and family belongings due to leaving their home countries 

quickly. They will require the communities’ support, especially if they have spent time in 

refugee camps or other countries.  

Hamm, Doğurga and Scott (2016) provide several strategies for educators and leaders 

who serve in diverse schools in a rural Canadian context. In a recent paper, the authors report 

findings from schools undergoing rapid demographic change; of note, these researchers 

encourage educators and administrators to intentionally engage newcomer parents in their homes 

or in neutral and welcoming community spaces to minimize power arrangements and class status 

and show the parents, who may be shy or intimidated functioning within the mainstream 

language, that they are in fact a crucial part of their child’s educational and social development. 

Further, they warn against the unintentional tracking of newcomer students into non-academic 

programs that they may not wish to be in. Instead, educators and leaders are encouraged to find 

ways to provide the academic credentials the students will require for future opportunities in 

their new country. 
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On hiring in diverse schools, Walker and Dimmock (2005) encourage district and school 

leaders to widen their teacher recruitment scope and lens to find, interview and hire “staff 

members with cultural and ethnic backgrounds similar to those present in the school community” 

(p. 296). This professional action demonstrates a district commitment to equity and social justice 

and doubly sends a message to parents and community members that diversity is valued in the 

school and district and that their sons and daughters will see themselves reflected in the 

professional teaching body. Further, Hamm (2015a) argues that there are specific strategies and 

protocols that school-based and district leaders can use when they are interviewing and hiring 

teachers, both new and experienced, to serve in diverse schools and classrooms. 

Many researchers argue that it is important for educators in diverse school to examine 

their curriculums to ensure contemporary issues about race are addressed and stereotypes are 

replaced or at least critiqued throughout classroom discourse. For instance, Walker and 

Dimmock (2005) report principals in their study “promoted the infusion of culture and cultural 

issues into the curriculum. They encouraged staff members to structure curriculum experiences 

that reflected cultural diversity and to counter racism and other forms of discrimination” (p. 298). 

Additionally, Nieto and Bode (2008) point out that in some North American texts: 

American Indian children may read about themselves as “savages” who were bereft of 

culture until the Europeans arrived; African Americans often read sanitized versions of 

slavery; Mexican Americans read of the “westward expansion,” with no information 

about the fact that their ancestors were already living on the lands to which Europeans 

were “expanding”....Little wonder then, that school curricula and real life are often at 

polar extremes. (p. 129). 

Lund (2006) reported unfortunate professional conduct through the use of email communication 

in a Canadian school where he taught when members of the staff were writing inappropriate 

stereotypes about First Nations cultures. The researcher disrupted the digital commentary and 

encouraged his colleagues to reflect on and reconsider the language they chose when referring to 

indigenous peoples. With millions of people on the move every day around the planet (Goddard, 

2007; Vega, Lasser & Plotts, 2013), “Arguably, the new millennium will witness mounting 

tensions in schools and these pressures will be fueled by the conflicting interests of multiple 

stakeholders” (Dei, James, Karumanchery, James-Wilson & Zine, 2000, p. 2). Our work in this 
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project is largely about supporting and encouraging New Brunswick and Canadian educators to 

prepare themselves for an increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous time in our 

history (Shields, 2013). 

Conceptual Framework:  Constructivist Epistemology  

Our collective case study (Creswell, 1998, 2003; Stake, 1995, 2000) aligns with 

constructivist epistemology. In qualitative research, the constructivist paradigm “assumes a 

relativist ontology (there are multiple realities), a subjectivist epistemology (knower and 

respondent co-create understandings), and a naturalistic (in the natural world) set of 

methodological procedures” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 21). For this inquiry, we constructed 

and utilized multiple instruments to collect data at and around Eastern Coastal High School. 

Philosophically, our research closely parallels what we believe researchers document about 

emancipatory participatory action research that is openly ideological (Lather, 1986a, 1986b). 

This means that from the beginning of our inquiry, we informed key administrators in the school 

and district what we wanted to investigate in the school (participant perceptions of immigration, 

demographic change and increasing diversity), why we believed it was important to study this 

phenomenon in their school, and how we proposed to set up and structure our research and ethics 

protocols. It was our hope that building reciprocal professional relationships with the ECHS staff 

would allow us to engage and interest more participants and thus learn more about the social 

realities in the school as communicated through their perceptions and insights as the social actors 

in the organization. 

  

Organizations as human social constructs 

 

 The key philosophical position that drives this work is that humans shape schools and the 

cultures that develop within them through their behaviors and social interactions with their 

colleagues, students and other stakeholders (Bush, 2003; Greenfield, 1986). As Greenfield 

suggested in the early 1970’s, “social reality may be construed as images in the mind of man 

having no necessary or inevitable forms except as man creates them and endows them with 

reality and authority…organizations are cultural artefacts which man shapes within the limits 

given only by his perception and the boundaries of his life as a human animal” (Greenfield & 
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Ribbins, 1993, pp. 5-6). Our team is guided by this philosophical position because we believe we 

can advocate much more effectively for educators, school leaders and students and encourage 

them to be the agents for positive change within the organizations they serve and learn in if they 

have the will and the necessary encouragement and supports to “be the change” (Mohatma 

Ghandi). Examples of such change might be as simple as changing or adding curriculum in a 

course to include students more effectively; adjusting timetables to accommodate changes in 

course offerings; opening up the school as a joint-use facility at low cost and painting over 

graffiti on school and catchment area spaces that reflect stereotypical and/or discriminatory 

attitudes and beliefs (Hamm, 2009; Hamm, Doğurga & Scott, 2016).  

 Qualitative research is subjective and we approached this project as subjectivist 

interpretive researchers working within an ethnographic interpretive paradigm (Bush, 2003; 

Carspecken, 1996; Creswell, 1998; Crotty, 2003; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). That is, we were in 

the field, on site, observing and engaging participants as much as we could without obstructing 

or interfering with their educational objectives or personal commitments. We collected and 

coded survey, interview and document data and provided our individual and group 

interpretations on the running record of “data events” (Hamm, Scott & Massfeller, 2015) or 

“chunks” that we organized continuously into initial emergent categories (Merriam, 1988; 

Rossman & Rallis, 2003). We used a recursive analytical process (Creswell, 1998; Hancock & 

Algozzine, 2006; Rossman & Rallis, 2003) to construct emerging themes from the initial 

categories. Drawing from the tradition of case study (Stake, 1995) and critical ethnographic 

methodology (Carspecken, 1996) and the intersections of common qualitative language with 

grounded theory researchers (Charmaz, 2000; Fram, 2013), we immersed ourselves in the data 

using the constant comparative analysis approach. Constant comparative analysis “is an iterative 

and inductive process of reducing the data through constant recoding” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967 as 

cited in Fram, 2013, p. 3). We found this methodological process important as we fused selected 

data from each stage of collection and formed categories into the eventual themes that we report 

in this study. 

To summarize, the initial emerging themes were formed from aggregating text segments 

into categories and then into emerging themes. Rossman and Rallis (2003) name these “chunks”; 

we call them data events (Hamm, Scott & Massfeller, 2015). In our minds, they can be single 

words, small and larger phrases, utterances, sentences and paragraphs. Rossman and Rallis 
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(2003) describe this important and rigorous activity in qualitative data collection, management 

and interpretation as: 

The process of deep immersion in the interview transcripts, field notes, and other 

materials you have collected; systematically organizing these materials into salient 

themes and patterns; bringing meaning so the themes tell a coherent story; and writing it 

all up so that others can read what you have learned. It entails fully knowing the data 

(immersion), organizing these data into chunks (analysis), and bringing meaning to those 

chunks (interpretation). (p. 270)  

We also acknowledge the case study theory developed by Robert Stake (1995, 2000). Stake 

(1995) suggests that this type of “categorical aggregation” is useful in qualitative case study 

research. 

Further, we understand that, “Within schools and colleges, subjective theorists point to 

the different values and aspirations of individual teachers, support staff and pupils. They all 

experience the institution from different standpoints and interpret events and situations according 

to their own backgrounds and motivations” (Bush, 2003, p. 115). Bush (2003) effectively 

describes this approach for our team stating: 

 

Subjective models relate to a mode of research which is predominantly interpretive or 

qualitative. This approach to enquiry is based on the subjective experience of individuals. 

The main aim is to seek understanding of the ways in which individuals create, modify 

and interpret the social world which they inhabit. It is concerned with meanings more 

than facts and this is the major difference between qualitative and quantitative research. 

(pp. 121-122). 

 

Before we entered the transcripts as primary data, all participants were provided ample 

opportunity and time to read their interview over and make any necessary corrections on the text 

that they felt were important. For instance, we allowed our participants to delete text that they 

believed was irrelevant or damaging to their narrative. We also encouraged participants to add 

text for clarity. Many participants took advantage of this opportunity and as a result, more 

insights were added to the project. In qualitative research, this process is called “member-
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checking” and captures the participatory, reciprocal and co-constructivist nature of our project. 

Carspecken (1996) advocates that member checking is a process between researcher and 

participant for “sharing notes with the people you are studying to see whether or not they agree 

with your record” (p. 89). This process takes more time, but we felt it was an important feature 

of our study as the follow-up meetings allowed for reciprocity and additional dialoguing about 

the activities and interactions in the school that were forming the social realities.  

Data Analysis  

Once we had the data checked by participants, we read and highlighted segments of text.  

Using the copy and paste tool on our computer, we coded selected data (words, phrases, full 

sentences and entire paragraphs) into initial categories. Through constantly checking and cross 

referencing data and comparing it with other data being added into the project, gradually we 

constructed themes that we discussed as a research team. The initial themes were presented back 

to several educators in a workshop at the school in December, 2015 (see Appendix 2). As the 

study continued and additional data was gathered and added to the project, we used Miles, 

Huberman’s and Saldaña (2014) data counting method to establish what we believed were the 

main study themes the educators should be aware of. Aggregating or counting the data in this 

manner allowed us to view patterns and check frequencies of data events that were evident in the 

survey, focus group, interview, and document data. We explain this further in the next section. 

Methodologically, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) suggest “the use of multiple methods, or 

triangulation, reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon in 

question” (p. 5). Other scholars also encourage the use of triangulation procedures or the use of 

multiple methods and data sources while conducting social inquiry (Carspecken, 1996; Hancock 

& Algozzine, 2006; Lather, 1986a; Lincoln & Guba, 2000; Stake, 2000). For example, Lather 

(1986a) argues that “multiple data sources, methods, and theoretical schemes, is critical in 

establishing data trustworthiness” (p. 67). We have made every attempt during the course of our 

field work to fully engage the social site under our investigation as well as many teachers in the 

school by being visible while circulating through the hallways during our visits. It is our belief 

that through our “prolonged fieldwork” (Scott, 1996, p. 79) in the school, our relationships with 

staff evolved and flourished.  
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Stake (1995) suggests that one of the targets of triangulation the case study researcher 

should strive for is to describe the case with “a substantial body of uncontestable description” (p. 

110) or thick description (Geertz, 1973). “Thick description is not complexities objectively 

described; it is the particular perceptions of the actors” (Stake, 1995, p. 42). Seale (2004) argues 

that a thick description of a setting can give a reader of a research report the experience of being 

there, thus providing an opportunity for data transferability to be established. “The reader is then 

well equipped to assess the similarity of the setting described in the research report to settings in 

which she or he has personal experience” (Seale, 2004, p. 78).  

Lastly, social qualitative interpretivist theorists write things down, often in extensive 

detail and often in the form of field notes. This is an approach that we have taken and wish to 

briefly describe. We compiled 113 pages of field notes that inform this study and build upon the 

main study themes. These field notes contain important communications between us and our 

participants, our observations while on and off site, our notes on community documents such as 

notable newspaper stories and cartoons that we believe are relevant to this first case and as well, 

our personal reflections on our research conduct during our field work. Most important, the field 

notes constantly allow us as researchers to question ourselves, our assumptions and biases and 

consistently challenge each other’s observations and understandings of what we believe is 

happening in the school and what the meanings are embedded in our data analysis. For instance, 

we constantly question the ideas, codes, and categories that we are placing text under and we 

constantly challenge the themes that are emerging and we have listed below. Geertz (1973) 

reminds researchers that the “essential task of theory building here is not to codify abstract 

regularities but to make thick description possible, not to generalize across cases but to 

generalize within them” (p. 26). Stake (1995) reinforces data confirmation with his argument in 

favour of thick and rich description. Using the triangulation methods as described above, we 

believe this study was rigorously conducted and presents a fair, but not yet complete, 

representation of the social realities in ECHS during our inquiry.  

School Profile, Survey and Participant Matrix 

According to professional (ie. School and District level) and internet sources, Eastern 

Coastal High School was relocated to its current site in 1972. Of interest, “ECHS had the 
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distinction of having the largest student body of any high school in the Commonwealth of 

Nations” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fredericton_High_School) until a second high school 

was constructed in 1999 on the north side of the Saint John River. This past September, 2016, 

ECHS welcomed 1,948 students. This student count included 93 newcomer / new Canadian 

students (International/New Immigrant/Refugee). A further breakdown of this year’s newcomer 

students is as follows: 

Country Numbers 

China 28 

South America 

(Mexico, Brazil, Columbia) 

19 

Vietnam 12 

Syria 12 

Israel 9 

African countries  (7) 7 

Iran 3 

Turkey 2 

Nepal 1 

 

Serving the students across multiple Academic, Technical and Exceptional programs are 104 

full-time equivalent (FTE) teachers, 11 part-time (FTE) teachers, 24 educational assistants, 4.5 

Administrative assistants, 6 First Nation educational support workers, and 1 resource officer. Of 

the 150.5 adults working in the school, 43 of them volunteered to participate formally in the 

study. The participant breakdown is as follows: 

Participants Return Rate 

Survey - 114 distributed N=13 

Focus Groups - 2 N=8 

Individual Interviews N=22 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fredericton_High_School
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All the focus group and interview participants were given descriptive identifying codes to 

provide anonymity and allow us to clearly communicate their narratives. The following survey 

and participant matrix charts provides additional information about the participants: 

Survey (S) Gender Yrs Experience Month Survey 

Returned 

S1  Female 0-10 May 2015 

S2  Male 11-20 May 2015 

S3  Female 21+ May 2015 

S4  Male 11-20 May 2015 

S5  Male 11-20 May 2015 

S6  Female 11-20 May 2015 

S7 Female 11-20 May 2015 

S8 Female 0-10 May 2015 

S9  Female 0-10 June 2015 

S10 Female 21+ June 2015 

S11  Male 0-10 June 2015 

S12  Male 21+ June 2015 

S13  Male 0-10 June 2015 

Educator Participant Gender Yrs Experience Month Interviewed 

EP1  Male 21+ June 2015 

EP2 Female 21+ June 2015 

EP3 Female 21+ June 2015 

EP4 Female 21+ June 2015 

EP5 Male 11-20 June 2015 

EP6 Female 11-20 June 2015 

EP7 Female   0-10 June 2015 

EP8 Male 11-20 June 2015 

EP9 Female 11-20 October 2015 

EP10 Male 11-20 October 2015 

EP11 Male 11-20 November 2015 

EP12 Male 11-20 November 2015 

EP13 Female   0-10 January 2016 

EP14 Female 21+ January 2016 

EP15 Female 21+ January 2016 

EP16 Female 21+ January 2016 

EP17 Female 21+ January 2016 

EP18 Female 11-20 January 2016 

EP19 Female 21+ January 2016 

EP20 Female   0-10 January 2016 

EP21 Female   0-10 February 2016 

EP22 Female 11-20 February 2016 

EP23 Male 11-20 February 2016 

EP24 Male 11-20 February 2016 

EP25 Male 21+ February 2016 

EP26 Male 11-20 February 2016 

EP27 Male 21+ February 2016 
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Educator Participant Gender Yrs Experience Month Interviewed 

EP28 Male 11-20 March 2016 

EP29 Male 11-20 April 2016 

EP30 Male 11-20 April 2016 

 

In the next section, we report and provide discussion on the 8 main thematic findings in the 

study. 

Discussion of Intersecting Themes: 

This summative report represents the third full report we have delivered to the ECHS in 

this collective case study. The first report we submitted to the school was on August 25, 2015. 

The findings in that report were based on our interpretations from the survey and focus group 

data. In the second report that we prepared for December 1, 2015, we added our interpretations 

to the initial themes after we had started conducting interviews with several educators. We also 

submitted a short executive report and a thematic summary sheet for the principal to disseminate 

and share within the school community. Further, we submitted a paper to a Canadian journal in 

early May, 2016 describing the study methodology and early findings (Hamm et al., 2017). This 

paper was also given to the principal of ECHS in early May, 2016. 

Finally, after we had interviewed and transcribed the focus group and interviews of all 

the educators who volunteered for this inquiry in either of those forums (N=30), we anticipated 

interviewing several new Canadian students (as per our study protocol and design) to gain their 

perspectives on the rapid changes occurring in their school. We were very interested in learning 

about their perceptions of their lived experiences within a demographically changing school and 

how they had adjusted and responded to the changes in their lives, either as a student who had 

attended ECHS for a while or someone who had recently arrived. However, with the arrival of 

many Syrian students early in 2016, we made a team decision to interview the students at a later 

date and give the staff at the school time to welcome them in.  

All final data were transcribed, coded, regrouped and continuously analyzed throughout 

November and December of 2016. The following themes reported in this final report are based 

only on the perceptions of the educators who participated in the study. We do hope to engage the 

students in 2017.  
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Eight main study themes 

The eight thematic categories represented in the figure below are based on 370 selected 

data events or data count frequencies (Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014). Early in the study, we 

had identified and reported on nearly 600 data frequencies that, in our interpretations, displayed 

significant patterns among the participant narratives, documents, and field notes we were 

gathering and analyzing. It was through our ongoing inquiry and constantly comparing data 

events that we decided to reduce the count down to the 370. We found that some data 

frequencies were no longer relevant to the case, while new data were confirming to the themes. 

Further, other significant data have been collected through local, provincial and national news 

stories (N=162 as of December 15, 2016). In our view, the stories enhance our inquiry and 

provide additional evidence of the rapid demographic changes that were occurring during the 

study and affecting ECHS stakeholders. Also, as we explain later in this report, the news articles 

contributed to additional anxiety for many teachers when they didn’t really know when the 

newest immigrant group – the Syrian students - would actually arrive. It was the anticipation of 

the arrival of the students, as portrayed by local national and even international news sources that 

caused alarm for many of our participants.  

It is important to note here that qualitative case study research is not often associated to 

counting as statistical and quantitative research studies are. We follow Miles, Huberman and 

Saldaña’s (2014) method for counting data as we agree that identifying and counting frequencies 

or “data events” in our study has enriched our understandings of the social realities in the school 

and provide further confirmation for our thematic findings. The researchers are convinced that: 

A lot of counting goes on in the background when judgments of qualities are being made. 

When we identify a theme or a pattern, we’re isolating something that (a) happens a 

number of times and (b) consistently happens in a specific way. The “number of times” 

and “consistency” judgments are based on counting. When we make a generalization, we 

amass a swarm of particulars and decide, almost unconsciously, which particulars are 

there more often, which matter more than others, which go together, and so one. When 

we say that something is “important,” “significant,” or “recurrent,” we have come to that 

estimate, in part, by making counts, comparisons and weights. (Miles, Huberman & 

Saldaña, 2014, p. 282) 
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Diagram 1 below represents the actual data count frequency analyzed in each category. The color 

section indicates the percentage of weight each thematic category displays in the final analysis of 

this first case study. 

 

 

Diagram 1 – Hamm & Hamm, 2016 

We have added another diagram representing the data counts in the themes and placed it 

in the Appendices (see Appendix 5). We constructed this diagram to present at a recent 

conference in New Brunswick on mindfulness and contemplative practices in/for diverse schools 

in Canada and Iceland (Hamm & Gunnthorsdottir, 2017). 

Rapid Demographic Change and Stress, Anxiety and Wellness - 88/370 for 24% 

 Canadian schools are busy learning environments and educators are increasingly 

deployed and held accountable for additional responsibilities above their school management, 

leadership and classroom teaching. As coaches, counselors, social justice advocates and mentors, 

teachers and administrators are professionally responsible to perform multiple educational and 

social tasks daily. We have found in this study and elsewhere (Hamm, 2009) that when a school 
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Key Finding 

Stress and anxiety became a constant 

companion for many individuals in the 

school. Stress and anxiety that the 

educators described or displayed during 

their interview was associated with the 

uncertainties, complexities and 

ambiguities related to the demographic 

changes in the school, the increasing 

student diversity in their classes and the 

time constraints they faced related to 

delivering curriculum and achieving 

outcomes that they felt they had to meet. 

welcomes students and families from across the world, the busyness of the usual school rhythm 

that educators experience is exacerbated and presents stressful realities causing additional 

anxiety for them. That is what we argue happened in Eastern Coastal High School (School A) 

during this inquiry.  The school experienced both gradual and rapid demographic change since 

April 22, 2015 when we began our inquiry, and even prior to this bounded time period for our 

case study as indicated by several participants. Many educators recognized the gradual increase 

in student diversity over the past 5-10 years. In fact, we found that several of the participants in 

the study who had moved away to work abroad or in other Canadian communities, found a 

noticeably changed community when they returned and this they observed was due to the 

demographic changes that had occurred in their absence. As one educator told us: 

More than ten years ago, I just viewed it (diversity) to be a small little pocket in the city 

and there weren’t a lot of international people in the city that I noticed. And then I moved 

away…when I came back here I started working again and I felt that things had really 

changed. I saw a lot more international people in the community. (EP7) 

This perception was shared by many participants 

and it made our team wonder how the increasing 

diversity was impacting teaching and leadership 

in the school. We learned that educators and 

support staff responded to various new realities 

and challenges in multiple ways when students 

arrived from various parts of the world. Through 

our analysis and reflection on the data events we 

have coded under this theme (N=88/370), we 

argue that stress and anxiety became a constant 

companion for many individuals in the school. 

Stress and anxiety that the educators described or displayed during their interview was associated 

with the uncertainties, complexities and ambiguities related to the demographic changes in the 

school, the increasing student diversity in their classes and the time constraints they faced related 

to delivering curriculum and achieving outcomes that they felt they had to meet. One participant 

described theirs and their colleagues’ realities below: 
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Key Finding 

Another source of student stress 

and anxiety described by several 

participants related to how many 

newcomer students felt detached 

from the school and community 

due to their parents’ temporary 

working conditions in the province. 

The dynamics in the classroom and the complexity in the classroom, you don’t just have 

one language learner, you might have five or six and their needs are all different. Maybe 

one is just recently arrived and was at a refugee camp, maybe someone else is from 

Korea and has a little bit of English and is functioning a bit and then the other two are 

from Afghanistan and they’re traumatized. So you’ve got different levels of ELL learners 

in your class and you’re trying to teach them along with your behavior problems and the 

modified child and the autistic child and then the other twelve or thirteen that we would 

sort of consider in our average to above average range so it is very complex and stressful 

for classroom teachers. (EP2) 

Another participant’s narrative builds on this reality in the school and she/he confirmed for us 

that, though educators strived very hard to help newcomer students adjust in their classes, many 

were still caught off guard and were unprepared as international, new immigrant and refugee 

students continually arrived throughout the school year in ECHS. The educator said: 

I think it’s hardest for the classroom teachers quite honestly because they want to do 

well. They want to serve the students. I think that they feel in some cases unequipped to 

do so because they’re not language teachers necessarily. They are teachers in their 

content areas and I think that in a perfect world they would have more support at the 

classroom level and how to serve these kids because they want their students to be 

successful. (EP4) 

Early in the study we observed that the stress and anxiety that many educators 

experienced was also related to having limited communication from families, settling agencies 

and recruiters to prepare for the newcomers. As the study moved along its course, we learned 

that communication did improve. Still, when some participants were directly asked about when 

they knew that the new immigrant, international and refugee students would be arriving at 

ECHS, one participant responded bluntly with some 

underlying disbelief, disguised as humor, “When they 

arrived in guidance” (EP2). With little notice of when 

many newcomer students would be arriving, the reality 

was summed up clearly by one participant who said, 
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“Those are pretty complex classrooms that we’re functioning in” (EP9). 

Stress and anxiety, due to rapid changes, was not only experienced by educators in the 

study; several participants described the stress they believed that many of their newcomer and 

refugee students were experiencing based on their observations and work with them. The 

struggles that many newcomer students experienced after enrolling in the school were related to 

several factors, according to one participant account. He/she said that many students faced 

pressure from home to achieve academic success while at the same time when they were 

working diligently to gain a sense of social belonging among their new peers in the school. The 

educator described this reality for one of his/her students: 

One of the complex things I see is that there's a lot of pressure from home to do well, 

especially, depending on where the kids are from, right? There's big time pressure. I've 

had one particular student, I'm thinking of him over the past couple of years, he really 

struggled because he was totally enjoying being in this culture and was trying to fit in 

and be like everybody else, but his parents were still pressuring him, culturally, to be 

their way.  So he used to talk to me all of the time.  He felt like he had these two struggles 

going on. And he used to talk to me and he'd talk about that he was depressed.  He said, 

"I go home and I fight with my family.  They want me to, you know, they want to live here 

but they don't want me to be like everybody else. (EP14) 

Another source of student stress and anxiety described by several participants related to 

how many newcomer students felt detached from the school and community due to their parents’ 

temporary working conditions in the province. Though many students were sponsored in 

international educational programs and some students had arrived with their families as 

permanent residents, we learned that there were many students who did not know if they would 

be allowed to remain in New Brunswick due to the longevity and stability of their parents’ 

temporary foreign working context. One participant captured this reality for many new 

immigrant students in the following narrative: 

They are relying on one income and their dad is usually away for weeks at a time, long-

haul trucking and their moms are at home holding down the fort. So how do you make 

them feel a sense of connection like there’s a future here for them when they don’t know 
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if they’re going to be allowed to stay because everything hinges on their father’s 

employment? So they come here, they get a job, the kids post-secondary…who knows? 

Once the kids hit 18, they don’t know where they sit and it’s a real genuine, uneasy 

feeling for these students. (EP24)  

Our team also learned that many new immigrant and refugee students had fled war zones 

and many had spent part of their lives in refugee camps. We believe that the source of stress and 

anxiety is long-reaching here and filters throughout the school community due to these 

unfortunate realities. Several educator participants were very aware of the student experiences 

and the stress they were dealing with and continued to experience while adjusting to their new 

educational and social environment. Many educators responded by adjusting their classroom 

protocols while allowing the students time to acclimatize themselves to their new surroundings. 

With the influx of Syrian students in the school early in 2016, our team observed carefully how 

the educators we were working with and interviewing (and during our follow-up member-

checks) were preparing themselves for what local, provincial and national newspapers - in 

addition to daily digital broadcasts - were telling the western world. We gathered over 160 

newspaper documents during the study and we believe that teacher stress increased dramatically 

during the time that Syrians families were travelling to Canada and New Brunswick. In our view, 

the news stories amplified the uncertainty the educators were already feeling largely due to the 

complex human rescue mission the newly elected Canadian government was part of and had 

committed itself and Canada to (Guterres, 2015). Consequently, tension increased in the school 

before the arrival of the Syrian students and particularly, we were informed, after they had 

finally arrived. Many educators and leaders on the frontlines in the school worked very hard to 

welcome and integrate the Syrian students into the school culture and classes. It was at this time 

that we were concluding our interviews with educators and preparing to interview students 

through our planned research protocol. However, watching the news as 25,000 refugees were 

projected to be intermittently landing in Canada over the course of several months, we were in as 

much shock and awe as we suspected the educators and leaders were experiencing in the school. 

We decided to slow our project down and wait until the new students were enrolled and in their 

classes before we resumed our inquiry, which we did the following month. However, and as a 

result of our study pause at that time, we have not yet gained new immigrant, international and 
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Key Finding 

We found that if teachers had 

several newcomer students in 

their courses, they described their 

interactions with them as more 

rich, interactive and educational 

for them and they believed for 

their students.  
 

refugee student perceptions of the demographic changes in their school. We hope to return to the 

school in 2017 to gather their stories.  

Cultural Awareness and Responsiveness - 65/370 for 18% 

Beginning this year long inquiry with a survey questionnaire enabled us to engage the 

professional staff at ECHS at an informal level on April 22, 2015. We did this intentionally as 

part of our qualitative emergent study design to better understand the context and current climate 

of the school at that time. We knew that our study would only gain a “snapshot” of the social 

realities within a bounded time – which became a year and a half (Hamm, 2009; Stake, 1995). 

What we learned through our initial analysis was that there were various levels of understanding 

and responsiveness to the diversity that already existed in the school as well with the perpetual 

change in demographics in the school (April – May 2015 during survey collection). We had a 

low response rate to the survey for reasons that we believed were unrelated to our proposed 

work; nonetheless, we coded the responses from the surveys that we received as 1. Increasing 

Awareness; 2. Awareness and Slower Responsiveness; 3. High Awareness and Low 

Responsiveness; 4. High Awareness and Responsiveness. By constructing and adhering to this 

coding scheme, we felt we would be in a better position to understand incoming data sets after 

and beyond our transcribing of the interviews that might guide us in our interpretations of the 

social realities in the school.  

Overall, we found the participants in the study were generally aware and responsive to 

the demographic changes, increasing diversity and impact of immigration in the school and 

within their community. Due to the large teaching staff in 

the school, we learned through several of our interviews 

with participants that there were teachers who might have 

minimal contact with new immigrant and refugee 

students depending on the courses they taught. However, 

we didn’t interview any such individuals. Our 

participants (N=30) informed us that they taught, were 

teaching and/or were working with newcomer students.  
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We found that if teachers had several newcomer students in their courses, they described 

their interactions with them as rich, interactive and educational for them and they believed for 

their students.  

During the survey stage of our inquiry, we found it interesting that one respondent wrote 

“I am generally aware and I think our school population gives us some indication. I do not feel 

that it has caused major changes in my classroom.” This perception was shared by several 

participants in each stage of the data collection while they reflected upon their own pedagogy or 

offered their respectful observations of their colleagues’ classes. One interview participant told 

us, while reflecting on a direct question we posed about the awareness level of increasing 

diversity in the school, “I’m thinking that there’s no…there’s no awareness” (EP9) among some 

staff members. Our findings do not allow us to dispute what the participant observed because we 

could not cover all departments and members of the teaching community in the school. As we 

collected and analyzed multiple perspectives of the demographic changes and the educator 

response to the phenomenon, we believe a consensus did emerge that is worth sharing here. All 

the participants we spoke to agreed that there were varying levels of understanding and 

responsiveness among school staff as well as with district and community leaders. As schools are 

often insulated learning and social environments, one participant shared his/her concern that, 

“Even levels of government don’t know, let alone Joe public, right? I mean it’s a great 

idea to court families and bring them in for lots of great reasons, but it really leaves us 

scrambling to, you know, to say “okay, now what do we do?” because we’re at the 

frontlines here, right?” (EP4)  

As this report comes 17 months after the study began, we would like to note the fact and 

reality that with the arrival and welcoming of a significant number of Syrian students early in 

2016, the school staff mobilized its efforts and heightened its responsiveness. As researchers, we 

viewed the response as immediate, organized and very effective. Though many of our 

participants indicated afterwards that there were challenges and bumps along the way, they 

believed the newly arrived students integrated into the school and into their new lives in 

Fredericton very well considering what many of them and their families had encountered and 

endured prior to their arrival (Davie, 2016). 
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Key Finding 

In response to the growing 

diversity, several educators 

worked together to conceptualize 

and create a vision of the unity 

within the school diversity that 

would bridge the school culture 

and community. Their vision 

gradually became a wall of 

colorful and beautiful flags 

representing the countries many 

of their newcomer and 

international students. 

Still, prior to the arrival of the Syrian students, many of our participants shared their 

perceptions of their experiences teaching and learning in a demographically changing school and 

we captured several significant insights from surveys that illustrated high and lower awareness 

and increasing cultural responsiveness: 

(I am) Very familiar. The demographic changes have caused my position in this school to 

be necessary. (Survey respondent) 

  We have more newcomers, that’s for sure. (Survey respondent) 

Students of different cultures wear hijabs and turbans. (Survey respondent) 

 

Yes! I believe the diversity at our school has made it a richer place. The school has 

embraced the diversity and celebrates it. (Survey respondent) 

Lunchtime in my classroom, cultural, religious and gender discussions have been positive 

and often rich. They haven’t been about negative things. (Survey respondent) 

The changing demographics have caused us to become more cognizant of cultural 

differences. It has also meant that we need to develop EAL techniques to regular 

classroom. (Survey respondent) 

 It has completely changed the course of my career. (Survey respondent) 

One interview participant noted the magnitude of the diversity of languages and multiple 

cultures represented in the building stating, “At break time 

and certain junctions, it can sound like the subway in 

Montreal in here. Like literally, you do not know the comings 

and goings” (EP6).  

In response to the growing diversity, several educators 

worked together to conceptualize and create a vision of the 

unity within the school diversity that would bridge the school 

culture and community. Their vision gradually became a wall 

of colorful and beautiful flags representing the countries many 
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of their newcomer and international students. When the diversity flag wall was revealed to a 

gathering of students, educators and public figures in November, 2013, there were 52 flags on 

the wall. At the end of this inquiry, the wall has 84 flags representing the diversity in the school 

(see page 2). One study participant summarized the vision and philosophy that drove the spirit of 

the diversity wall project. He/she said the school required,  

A wall that can grow; it needs to be living and it needs to be visible, in a place that all the 

kids can see it…because it’s an education to our kids here to learn and grow to 

appreciate diversity, as well as welcoming kids that are coming in.” (EP2)  

While interviewing another teacher about the diversity in the school and how students 

who had grown up in Fredericton and New Brunswick were responding, the participant noted 

and described an educative experience he/she had.  

When I first arrived, it was kind of unusual to have foreign students in class.  I mean it 

was a novelty.  But very quickly, after I arrived here, one of my students noted it at first.  

He (the student) said, you know, "I really like this class". (It was) because there were 

people from so many different countries and cultures in the room. I hadn't thought of it 

like that. But it’s true. (EP12) 

We spoke to many educators in the school and asked why they thought Eastern Coastal 

High School seemed to be one of the main epicenters in the province for attracting newcomer, 

international, homestay and refugee students. We received rich and descriptive responses on this 

question and collectively the participants we interviewed believe the school and community have 

responded effectively to the demographic changes over the past few years. More importantly we 

learned, the participants in the study reported over and over that the response needs to continue 

due to the reality that many more students and their families are on their way to Canada. 

Inevitably, New Brunswick may welcome hundreds of new families over the next few years 

according to recent provincial government publications (New Brunswick Government, 2016). 

Two final insights are valuable to share here that contribute to this theme: 

When I came here, we had a small team of teachers who were working with a small 

group of newcomers or international students. And then two years later for some reason, 

it exploded. Six years later we have...we have 400...I'll say 450 international students 
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here. I don't think I really anticipated the number that we have now. Realistically, a 

quarter of our population. But (I am) very, very pleased with where we are right now. 

Especially with the Syrian situation and knowing that we have quality people who are 

able to handle that. I think we're in a pretty good spot compared to some of the rural 

schools who may have an influx of international students who have to start at the 

beginning, I guess, as opposed to us, we're kind of in midflight. (EP27) 

I guess I would want to calm their fears…Our students have risen to the occasion. I find 

our teachers have. It honestly is enlightening. We learn as much from our newcomers as 

they learn from us. In class discussions, it's really interesting to see the point of view 

from someone who hasn't grown up in your backyard. And so it's a great opportunity. 

(EP16) 

Relationships in the School and Belonging - 49/370 for 13%  

Our decision to pause in the study in March, 2016 was to give the educators time to 

integrate the influx of new students from Syria. As a result, that decision left us without student 

perceptions for this report. The voices of newcomer students are an important part of this case as 

well as for the overall collective case study in New Brunswick and, as mentioned earlier in this 

report, it is our hope to return to the school to gain ECHS student perspectives in 2017.  

The educators who volunteered their time to share their stories and insights on how the 

school community welcomed, enrolled and integrated the newcomers into the school have 

provided in-depth insights that are valuable to our analysis. We had full support to be in the 

school as often as we needed and we gained valuable and ongoing observational data of student 

interaction throughout the school. 

Additionally, one researcher on our team “lived” the participatory research experience 

described in our ethics protocol and was invited to be a guest speaker in some classes, a referee 

during a noon hour intramural floor hockey game, a participant in several school functions, and 

be part of school professional development. The openness of the school leadership team and the 

teachers to our inquiry allowed us to gain important in-depth observations of the school and 

many of the relationships that were alive within it. Conclusively, we viewed school stakeholders 

getting along and working well together, sitting with and engaging their peers at lunch, 
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Key Finding 

Of importance in this report is 

that many participants clearly 

reflected on their view that 

many newcomer students 

wanted to build relationships 

with their Canadian classmates, 

but did not know how to tap 

into the student social sub-

cultures. 

interacting in classes collegially with their classmates and enjoying their learning and social 

connections. As one participant told us,  

“(ECHS) is a good place to go to school; it’s a good place to work and a good place to 

teach. We have a strong staff that makes time for the kids. If you can’t find something 

extracurricular-wise to get involved with in this school, you are not looking” (EP25).  

From our lengthy inquiry, we generally agreed with the participant’s view. Some of our findings 

under this thematic category indicate that educators in the school continually worked hard at 

supporting newcomer student adjustment to the school culture. Many participants described 

classroom and course “bridging” activities that they conceptualized and implemented to help 

their newcomer students engage more effectively with their Canadian-born Anglophone, 

Francophone and First Nations peers. One participant said, “do you know how much that means 

to a child coming from Israel or Syria or whatever? It's more the connections with the 

humanistic aspect,” (EP19). Further, several participants in the focus group sessions and in 

several of the educator interviews described situations where staff had to work together in 

educating many of the newcomers on appropriate behaviors that were expected in the school, 

but, as one participant summarized, the situation(s) were “treated like any other discipline issue 

and it was very easily solved” (EP3). Another participant noted, “When you think about our 

diverse population and all of the ethnicities that are represented here, we’ve had really relatively 

few problems” (EP4). 

To “sugar-coat” any descriptions of relationships and human interaction in Canadian 

schools would not provide an honest look at how people interact with each other in this day and 

digital age. Though we were not informed of any major confrontations in the school before or 

during the course of our inquiry, we learned through many 

participants that some incidents did occur that created challenges 

of varying degree and substance for educators to intercept and 

respond to. In such a large school, we were very interested in how 

people engaged each other, formed relationships and resolved 

their conflicts along the way. Our research protocols guided us to 

ask how the newcomer students in the school were getting along 
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with and took advantage of opportunities to engage their Canadian peers and other newcomer 

students. Many perceptions were offered by the participants.  

Of importance in this report is that many participants clearly reflected on their view that 

many newcomer students wanted to build relationships with their Canadian classmates, but did 

not know how to tap into the student social sub-cultures. One participant said that newcomer 

students “don’t know how to break in and they are just like “what do I say?” (EP6). This social 

reality was brought forth in many interviews we conducted and described to us in multiple ways. 

Many participants worked hard to help the newcomer students engage their Canadian peers. The 

following narrative captures the essence of this reality most effectively in our view: 

Well we model conversations like, “Hey, what did you do this weekend?” or just, you 

know, basic-like general conversation but they really struggle…they really want to have 

those friends…I always tell them, you know, something that you both have in common 

like an assignment that you both just did in a class like, (say) “oh, how did you do on that 

assignment?” like “what did you do for this question?” or you know “what did you think 

about?” I tell them TV shows that they should be watching so they can talk about that 

and stuff but they have a really hard time. (EP7). 

When we pressed other participants for further explanations as to why students may not be 

connecting with each other as many of the newcomer students would like to, several participants 

offered their ideas. Below are some of their views: 

I think Fredericton is a pretty cliquey little town to begin with…people aren’t going to 

connect unless there is a shared interest. (EP8) 

 

Another concern of mine, I don't know if this fits in here, but when I see interactions 

between people, one of our concerns is we have over 70 countries represented in this 

school right now.  Some of these countries are countries that are in major conflict. 

(EP14) 

A lot of the newer immigrants coming in, they tend to seek each other out, right? Because 

it’s a comfort thing, right? (EP28) 
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They come from all places that you can imagine, the list is almost endless. If their English 

isn’t the best, they are usually very quiet and they want to fit in, and they want to get 

along well with the other kids, which is great, but that number has become...huge. (EP25) 

I think we’re very welcoming here and I think the teachers are very welcoming, but 

again, we're a huge school so I think we're just used to stuff that maybe some other 

schools aren't used to. I would like to think, my vision, I guess, I would like to think that 

realistically all of these cultures can get along and everything is good. I don't think it's 

going to happen by accident. (EP14) 

One finding that we consider very significant is that some participants reported that many 

newcomer students felt marginalized from their Canadian peers within the school. Our team may 

be able to explore this in more detail if we get the opportunity to interview students from ECHS 

in 2017; however, it is important to note that, even though students may appear that they are 

getting along in classes, that may not be the entire reality as one survey participant described: 

I struggle when students confide in me about how they feel intimidated, discriminated 

against, or simply when they feel invisible to the majority culture…I actually regret that 

newcomer students are developing their intercultural communication skills to a much 

greater degree than our majority group at the school. It is a real shame. What is most 

difficult to hear are comments from religious and/or visible minorities who are actually 

proficient in English to understand what is being said about them and or assumed about 

them. (Survey respondent) 

When we went into the interviews, we inquired 

about any stereotyping and discriminatory behaviors 

that had been intercepted and addressed in the school. 

The participants we interviewed described few overt 

and covert discriminatory behaviors that they had to 

address. One incident that one participant described was 

an unfortunate remark made by a student within earshot 

of another newcomer student who was offended. In that 

case, the teacher reflected on the remark and brought 

Key Finding 

Overall, we found educators 

working hard to ensure their 

classrooms were safe and 

welcoming and that all students 

were gaining a sense of belonging 

in their class and with the wider 

school culture. As one participant 

noted, the day to day work with 

students was challenging. She/he 

concluded, “So, have we got it all 

figured out? No! Are we willing to 

continue responding? Absolutely” 

(EP2). 
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the students together in an educational stance outside the classroom.  

Overall, we found educators working hard to ensure their classrooms were safe and 

welcoming and that all students were gaining a sense of belonging in their class and with the 

wider school culture. As one participant noted, the day to day work with students was 

challenging. She/he concluded, “So, have we got it all figured out? No! Are we willing to 

continue responding? Absolutely” (EP2). 

New Canadian Parent Involvement in the School - 41/370 for 11% 

This category emerged from questions we intentionally constructed for the survey stage 

to inquire about international, new immigrant and refugee parent involvement in the school. 

More importantly, our team is interested how teachers and parents were communicating with 

each other. We have been encouraged to refer to “new immigrant parents” as “new Canadian 

parents” (A. LeBlanc, personal communication, November 17, 2016) when we report and discuss 

our findings in this section. We have found from our recent work and provincial engagement 

with various multi- and intercultural settlement groups and agencies that the descriptive language 

for newcomer groups is changing, particularly in New Brunswick. Currently, our province is 

welcoming and trying hard to retain new Canadian families. At a recent conference on 

immigration and welcoming communities in New Brunswick, the discourse on the symposium 

floor and in the panel sessions gradually changed from “new immigrant” to “new Canadian” 

when delegates spoke in length about the efforts they were currently extending and that were 

required over the next few years to welcome and help newcomers gain a sense of belonging in 

New Brunswick and feel like it was their home. 

Our interest in new Canadian parent involvement in the school also evolved from 

previous research conducted by one of the authors in this study (Hamm, 2009) in addition to 

research findings and suggestions for community connection in other North America studies 

(Bernhard, 2010; Bethke Gomez, 2012; Han, 2012; Pollock, 2012; Ryan, 2003; Sobel & Fulcher, 

2012; Sobel & Kugler, 2007). The category of parent involvement in the school was initially the 

main thematic category that we reported in an interim report. As we continued to ask our 

participants about the level of their engagement with the new Canadian parents of the students 

they were teaching and leading, we were able to learn about the challenges and successes they 
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were experiencing. Educators collectively empathized with new Canadian parents who were 

struggling to communicate in English and understand the Canadian and western culture. We did 

not perceive any of the participants who shared their experiences working with new Canadian 

parents to be reflecting a deficit view of their interactions with parents (McKenzie & Scheurich, 

2008). That is, the educator participants did not place blame on the parents for a linguistic deficit 

in the dominant language; instead, they empathized with the reality that many new Canadian 

parents did not clearly understand or were able to function effectively within the dominant 

language used in the school. This perspective is best summed up in the following insight 

provided by one of the participants: 

I can only imagine what it would be like to be a non-English or non-French speaking 

visible minority with different credentials… They (the parents) bring what they know and 

they try and keep what they know around them.  So, I don’t think we’ve figured out as a 

culture, here in this province, how to work between our two dominant colonial cultures.  I 

don’t think we’ve sorted that out. (EP9) 

The challenges were exacerbated for educators when they needed to reach the parents for the 

educational benefit of their children as the following selection of survey and narrative data 

indicate: 

Dealing with parents is the most challenging. (Survey respondent) 

It’s really difficult sometimes communicating with home. (Survey respondent) 

Sometimes parent/teacher interviews require an interpreter. (Survey respondent) 

Some parents you can’t even talk to because they can’t speak English. (Survey 

respondent) 

Some parents simply don’t speak English. Some parents aren’t in the country. Some kids 

here are homestay and they are just staying with a Canadian family. (Survey respondent) 

Mom speaks little to no English, Dad could be away for weeks or sometimes months 

(trucking) at a time and so when you’re trying to communicate if there’s a behaviour 

issue. (Survey respondent) 
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In the school realm, it’s really tough but the teachers should really encourage their kids 

to have their parents come in. (EP19) 

When we probed further during the focus group and interviewing stages, these perceptions were 

confirmed. With the reality of many families relying on temporary working conditions in New 

Brunswick and Canada (as we reported earlier), several participants went into great depth on 

describing their work with families in order to support their children who often were caught 

between wanting to return to their home country and not knowing where they stood in their new 

community and school. One participant noted below that it was especially challenging for 

her/him working with new Canadian parents who were in the long-haul trucking industry. 

And we have kids that their parents travel to Woodstock, disappear for two weeks, go for 

a long haul across the States, come back to Woodstock and then come back to 

Fredericton for a weekend and then start all over again. (EP5) 

Many other participants described the fears they perceived new Canadian parents experience 

when dealing with a large school and new community and educational context. One participant 

said many new Canadian parents, “are terrified if they’re new to the country” (EP19). Another 

participant agreed and described some ways the school was ameliorating some of the parent 

fears. 

I think a lot of parents are really intimidated by the school because it is so big and 

because there are so many students and whatever their own feelings about school are, 

right? But I see such a huge difference with the parents who came in for the open house. 

We were able to talk individually with each of them at some point at that night. And then, 

when you have to make that phone call home, the parent has already met you, so they 

know what you look like and they know that you’re friendly and they can put a face to the 

name. (EP20) 

One participant agreed about reaching out to parents and said phoning home offered a personal 

touch to communicate to them to let them learn how their daughter or son was doing in school. 

When asked about the challenge with the English language and communicating with the parents, 

the participant bluntly stated, “sure it’s difficult because maybe they speak limited English, but 

you can do your best and you can always find words to get the message across” (EP30). 
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Key Finding 

“Bring your mom and dad. I’d 

love to meet your mom and dad, 

your aunts and uncles, whoever 

you are here with. And I am not 

going to say anything bad; I 

just…it’s really important to 

know where you come from, 

every morning you come in my 

room. It’s really important to me 

that your mom and dad know 

who I am. They see my face. 

They understand my voice, they 

understand who you’re with a lot 

of the time and I understand who 

you’re with and whose 

responsible for you. And I just 

said it over and over and over 

again.” (EP19)  

 

Another educational strategy we learned about was 

that the educators and school leaders were working with 

individuals in multicultural settlement and support 

agencies in the community to engage parents more 

effectively. Many participants had great success engaging 

parents by reaching out to them and working through the 

Multicultural Association of Fredericton (MCAF). One 

participant described this partnership as key in breaking 

down the power that often disrupts school and parent 

relationships. 

I think that's the key is going to work with people where they're comfortable because 

they're not always comfortable coming to our school where we can come off being in a 

position of power, which is not how we want to be. The parents should be the people that 

are in a position of power. We're working for them for the benefit of their kids so if 

they're more comfortable meeting at the multicultural association then that's where we 

need to meet. (EP27) 

Even though there were communication challenges that 

teachers experienced while working with new Canadian 

parents, all the participants we spoke to were committed to 

going the extra mile in getting their school and classroom 

messages across the best way they could so that parents 

understood the educational expectations for their 

son/daughter. This is best summed up by one participant 

who described his/her intentionality to get new Canadian 

parents to school for parent/teacher interviews so they 

could become part of the school culture and their child’s 

education more fully. The participant would deliberately 

encourage his/her new Canadian students to, 

Key Finding 

. . . educators and school leaders 

were working with individuals in 

multicultural settlement and 

support agencies in the 

community to engage parents 

more effectively. Many 

participants had great success 

engaging parents by reaching out 

to them and working through the 

Multicultural Association of 

Fredericton (MCAF). 
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Bring your mom and dad. I’d love to meet your mom and dad, your aunts and uncles, 

whoever you are here with. And I am not going to say anything bad; I just…it’s really 

important to know where you come from, every morning you come in my room. It’s really 

important to me that your mom and dad know who I am. They see my face. They 

understand my voice, they understand who you’re with a lot of the time and I understand 

who you’re with and whose responsible for you. And I just said it over and over and over 

again. (EP19)  

Professional Development and Learning about Diversity - 38/370 for 10% 

In our final examination of the data under this category, we identified two social realities 

related to professional development (PD) that support us in addressing our main research 

question. First, focused professional development to support EAL students, majority student 

populations, teachers, administrators and support staff is still sparse within the professional 

learning discourse and current PD structures of the school according to many of our participants. 

Many survey respondents and interview participants indicated they would like more focused 

education sessions on diversity and intercultural education topics to help them build their 

pedagogical and intercultural classroom capacities. Second, we learned that many participants 

enjoy talking about the increasing diversity in their school and community and believe that open 

and focused dialogue and collaboration on what it takes to grow pedagogically and thrive in a 

diverse environment is vital in enhancing student engagement and learning in the 

demographically changing school.  

In discussing this theme, it is important to note once again the trajectory of this study 

over 17 months. When we first inquired through our survey if there were PD sessions or 

workshops focused on diversity that the educators had participated in, we found there had been 

minimal at that point in time. Other than one book study on Sheltered Instruction Observation 

Protocol (SIOP), the sessions most of our participants had attended, they had done so 

individually and at their own expense or when they had been teaching elsewhere outside of New 

Brunswick. A selection of responses from our data stages confirms this collective response as 

arranged below: 

I do not have a large span to draw from. (Survey Respondent) 
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Very little. I went to a conference on my own that spoke to this. (Survey Respondent) 

I haven’t had any specific professional development or educational support specifically 

aimed at teaching diverse students and cultures. (Survey Respondent) 

I don’t really seek out professional development on this topic other than the fact that, 

since there were a lot of First Nation students where I taught before, I would learn about 

how to help those students. (Survey Respondent) 

I have not received any from the district but do have a university course in teaching 

EAL/ESL students. (Survey Respondent) 

 

Minimal. The only thing of use in EAL was SIOP training and coach follow-up training 

delivered by the province back in 2009. I have had to reach out on my own for my 

continued professional learning, in order to work alongside researchers in order to 

learn. (Survey Respondent) 

SIOP (Sheltered Instruction Observation protocol) training happened for English 

teachers about 5 years ago. We got textbooks and did some talks at staff meetings and in 

P.D. for general stuff, but this was a few years ago. (Survey Respondent) 

None…it’s all about inclusion in NB. (Survey Respondent) 

Our team found these survey responses interesting in 2015 due to the rapid demographic changes 

taking place in the community that were impacting the 

school culture. In response to this survey finding, we 

intentionally constructed questions on professional 

development in the school as it related to the immigration, 

demographic change and increasing diversity and had the 

questions ethically reviewed for the second stage of the 

inquiry (see Appendix 3 and Appendix 4). Through the 

survey and interviewing stages, we learned continuously 

from our participants that the school had not responded to the changes through professional 

development as many participants would have liked. One participant told us that, “It’s always 

Key Finding 

. . . we learned continuously 

from our participants that the 

school had not responded to the 

changes through professional 

development as many 

participants would have liked. 
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been, in my opinion, the cart ahead of the horse” (EP2). We understood this response to mean 

that the school and its professional and para-professional network could not keep up with the 

steady pace of change in the student population and were caught in a cycle of “reaction and/or 

“reacting” to the changes and challenges rather than responding to them as they perceived they 

needed to. One participant recognized this reality and said: 

Right now PD is not good…what I'm not 100% satisfied with is a lot of the PD is PD that 

we're directed towards…We need to have at least some of our PD, I would say, if we had 

a couple each semester just to focus on EAL, right? And international students and how 

we're working with them. (EP27).  

This perception was supported by several participants who share similar insights below: 

But then a lot of our professional development is…mandated from higher up. Not within 

the school. And that's usually not EAL related...it's on other topics. (EP16) 

I love learning and a lot of the PD that we get is neither P nor D so we really try to seek 

out good speakers, good sessions. (EP12) 

We need more training and more often so the newer teachers get it too. (Survey 

Respondent) 

Do we do a lot in terms of cultural development? In my opinion, we do a little. I don’t 

know if we do enough…Are we getting enough professional development? I think we 

could use more. (EP25) 

You don’t get a lot of time for meaningful dialogue when you are on the bell. (Survey 

Respondent) 

 “The reality is there is not a lot of time in our day built for dialogue.” (EP17) 

When we engaged study participants in the face to face interviews, we learned that collectively, 

they wanted to know more about what was going on in the world, how major global events were 

affecting teaching and learning within their context, and how they might learn to respond more 

effectively to the challenges they were confronting on behalf of their students through 

professional learning. Many participants described in depth some of the PD opportunities that 
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they had been involved in. As described in some data above, several mentioned the SIOP 

workshop and training they had taken part in that was led by their professional colleagues from 

the Faculty of Education at UNB with support from ECHS teachers. One educator described the 

SIOP professional learning as beneficial and mentioned the collaborative learning aspect tied to 

it.  

We did have a book study where lots of other teachers, non EAL teachers, joined the book 

study and the point of the book study that (teacher name) put on was Tips and 

Techniques: The SIOP method for Teaching ELLS. (EP8) 

Another survey respondent agreed stating, “SIOP training helped, it should be repeated. Little 

things like putting on closed captioning when showing a movie helps language learners a lot.” 

Another participant noted that having additional background and cultural knowledge of 

newcomer students would be very helpful. The educator said: 

I would have to have somebody come to educate me on that and then let me know and tell 

me that, like, in the Tibetan culture, this doesn’t happen. Somebody would have to come 

and tell me that because I wouldn’t know. And I don’t know how they were brought up 

and what is and isn’t acceptable in their culture. And maybe I am going against their 

family’s wishes, I don’t know. (EP25) 

In another interview, a participant described in depth how students from non-western cultures 

need more support to help them understand how the western education system operates, 

especially in relation to academic property and plagiarism. The participant offered extensive 

wisdom on this topic that she/he gained through another professional learning opportunity they 

had outside of New Brunswick. She/he reflects: 

I remember him (the speaker in the PD session) talking about plagiarism. In the tradition 

of Asian education, to copy the master is a sign of excellence. Right? And in some minds 

of education, you would literally just copy out the words of the (master)…originally it 

was Confucius and then later other experts in different fields and things. It’s rote 

learning and you are writing what the master already has sort of given out to the world. 

By writing that out, you are sort of putting that into yourself…this is mastery as opposed 

to innovation. And he (the presenter of the PD session) would have a lot of binaries. He’d 
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have these ideas, where in western society, we would value this side of the binary…this 

side of the spectrum. And it was great. So we just understood so much more where your 

kids were coming from. It wasn’t that you would suddenly accept plagiarism in your 

classroom. But you are (able to) address it much more seriously and much more 

repeatedly…you had to repeat things a lot to kids so that they would really understand. 

Because going against their culture, that’s a much deeper thing than “I’m going to teach 

you something new today”. Now I’m gonna teach you a different form of education, like 

you’ve got to teach these kids how to be students in a western system if that’s what 

they’re paying for…they are paying for a western education. You’ve got to teach them 

how to do it. You know you can’t throw the book at them for one tiny plagiarism offence, 

if their entire culture, their whole life has been…something else. (EP23) 

As our study moved along its course in 2016, we could clearly see the school responding 

effectively to the changes that were occurring, even though the responses they were performing 

could not keep pace to the rapidity of the changes. Grady (2001) and Hamm (2009) observed this 

phenomenon in their studies. This reality was especially made clear in the spring of 2016 when 

the school welcomed an influx of Syrian students into the school. Continuously, the participants 

in the study mentioned and praised the collective leadership in the school. This leadership was 

represented in the formal arrangements of administration and leadership from the principal and 

vice-principals, as well as from the teacher-leaders throughout the school who were 

professionally invested in many departments. All the participants stated to some degree that 

leadership teams in the school were providing excellent support in helping the staff get some of 

the PD that they required. That is not easy in a large school especially with current budgetary 

constraints within the province and the extent of programs in the school being offered to 

students. Most often, it was the English as an Additional Language department in the school 

being praised for their efforts to keep staff “in the know” on EAL and culturally-related and 

relevant learning in the organization. One teacher summarized the work of the EAL teachers and 

leaders below:  

The Language department here has grown by leaps and bounds and they are our 

advocate, really, for services, for professional development making sure that we are 

abreast of things that are happening…even terminology that we should or should not be 
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Key Finding 

we gained an understanding of 

the urgency that educators were 

feeling as they worked hard to 

respond to the unique needs of 

the newcomer students who 

were entering the community 

and their school. Through 

connecting students 

(Relationships and Belonging) 

and reaching out to parents 

(Parental Involvement) and 

requesting more PD on cultural 

diversity topics for the benefit 

of everyone, educators have 

demonstrated a strong and 

increasing commitment to 

social justice in their school and 

community. 

using, best practices to...for communication particularly in the event of newcomers. 

(EP16) 

Equity, Advocacy and Social Justice - 30/370 for 8% 

In his book, Leading in a Culture of Change, Michael Fullan (2001) discusses the 

importance of educators continuously reflecting on their moral purpose for their educational 

service. He believes that in times of change, educators must have a clear sense of how they are 

serving their students and their families. In our investigation, the idea of moral purpose was 

present in much of the narrative data that we collected, organized and coded. Though this 

thematic category counts for eight per cent of the data we selected to analyze for this report, we 

believe that the participants in the study were mindful of 

incorporating social justice-oriented pedagogies in their 

classrooms. Many of them argued for more educational 

equity for their students and they explicitly advocated for 

additional services for their English language learners. We 

additionally discovered that ideas and insights in many of 

the stories they shared with us intersect with other themes 

in this report.  

For instance, when we began to look at the survey 

data early in the inquiry, we gained an understanding of the 

urgency that educators were feeling as they worked hard to 

respond to the unique needs of the newcomer students who 

were entering the community and their school. Through 

connecting students (Relationships and Belonging) and 

reaching out to parents (Parental Involvement) and 

requesting more PD on cultural diversity topics for the 

benefit of everyone, educators have demonstrated a strong and increasing commitment to social 

justice in their school and community. In the survey data, we found that many educators were 

utilizing their skills that they had developed in district and provincial workshops on Universal 

Design for Learning (UDL); further, many participants described how they were beginning to 

differentiate their lessons to meet the educational levels of their newcomer students in their 
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classes. One survey respondent noted that “It is a challenge to have them (English Language 

Learners) catch up at such late ages when the curriculum indicates certain objective.” 

One specific challenge that several participants mentioned through the varying stages of 

data collection was related to student achievement and how they were trying their best to make 

their assessments fair and equitable for the newcomer students in their courses.  One participant 

reflected on this reality and stated, 

 

How can you grade somebody when they don't even understand half of what you say? It's 

always a challenge. We know with our modified and our accommodated students how to 

test them.  But that's because we have the same language. (EP14)  

 

Another participant’s narrative early in the study builds on this idea related to assessment and we 

believe the reality should be noted here also. He/She stated, “Our instruments are language 

based, so how do we get an accurate reading to put in place the services that these students 

need?” (EP3).  

 

The sense of urgency seemed present in many participants to provide equity for 

newcomer students in the school – equity that we argue was driven by their moral purpose to 

establish equitable assessment structures in courses with English Language Learners. This social 

reality is established in some detail by the participant in the following narrative: 

 

Often, I had to adjust my tests and things and put more emphasis on the idea of 

participation and less on the academic. I can adjust my schedules. If you and I don’t 

speak the same language and I am trying to get you to take notes about whatever and you 

are still trying to get the basics down in the English language, it’s like you’ve got to think 

I am going 100 miles an hour. I am going way too fast and if I give you a test and I 

expect some long, essay type answers or something, that’s just not realistic. That’s not 

fair…I don’t think the education system needs millions of dollars. I think we need some 

fair rules that are equitable that can be easily and evenly distributed across the board. 

And again, fairness means that everybody gets what they need. And these kids need a fair 

chance. (EP25) 
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The idea of moral purpose and moral obligation is further highlighted in the following narrative 

when one participant described the challenges older newcomer students confronted in the school 

and how school leaders and staff responded: 

 

It was kind of like, they were really in that no man’s land, where, who is going to serve 

this population of young adults? We really just felt the need and under (teacher’s name) 

direction more than anybody else’s, (she/he) just said, “Morally, we need to do 

something for these kids”…we can say they are not really high school age any more, you 

know, it’s not really our issue, but we really felt a moral obligation that we needed to 

create something for these kids. (EP2) 

In response to the challenges teachers were encountering in their classrooms working with 

increasing numbers of English Language Learners, the school and its leaders conceptualized and 

implemented an English as an Additional Language (EAL) program in the school several years 

ago. Over time, the program has grown from one half-time EAL teacher to a robust language 

learning program with several teachers now facilitating language acquisition and social 

development of increasing numbers of newcomer students in sheltered English as an Additional 

Language instruction classes. The program has helped many more students get closer to their 

high school diploma credentials as one participant describes: 

Early on we were having a very difficult time because we didn’t have all these pathways 

with EAL. And with our older students coming into our district and basically, there was 

one period of EAL and students were coming in at 20 years of age and wanted a high 

school diploma. And they were really… they were coming to us and our challenge is 

there was no way they can meet the requirements of an adult high school diploma or a 

regular high school diploma in one year. It’s just not going to happen. (EP17) 

The participant went on to describe the work the educators and leaders in the school have been 

performing to respond to the demographic changes. In the participant’s view, it is about working 

together to provide as many opportunities for students as they can and not to lay blame on the 

students in any way because of their limited abilities in the English language. He/She said, 
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A fear I have is we don’t want to modify the outcomes for the students and not give them 

opportunities in the future. So it’s always trying to balance, you know, whether they’re in 

a level 3 or a level 2. If they’re coming to Canada this year and they have no 

understanding of English, it’s probably going to be hard to be successful at either level. 

It’s not the intellectual ability. It’s the command of language. So, we did, I guess, feel 

that we didn’t want to drop people down into level 3 programs just because they’re 

coming from another country. We wanted to give them as many opportunities as they can 

into the future. (EP17) 

Conclusively, we found a very busy school thinking their way creatively through some very 

challenging times. Confidently we can report that the teachers and administrators we spoke to 

did not defer any of their educational or leadership responsibilities due to the challenges and 

complexities they were facing during the course of our study and thereafter. Instead, the 

demographic changes in the school have brought many creative opportunities that possibly could 

not have been anticipated according to the following narrative: 

The cultures that we have in being a diverse community, it's been a wonderful experience 

and a growth opportunity right across the board for everybody. I think some people fail 

to recognize the positive impact that it's had on the non-international students and the 

avenues that it's opened up both academically for those kids but also socially for those 

kids. It's…it's just been...it’s been a wonderful growth with some issues along the way, of 

course. (EP27) 

Admittedly, our team has been continually inspired by the social justice and equity work of the 

educators in the school on behalf of their students. A prime example of the enduring commitment 

for equity and advocacy is best summed up by the following participant: 

I am a mother and that's where my trigger point goes. I feel for these women who are 

carrying these children...who literally are carrying them across countries seeking 

freedom…so that they can have a standing chance for their children and not so much for 

them(selves).  That's where my passion comes from. So, in turn, to help these women help 

their children, I want to help their children in school.  That is my fight. (EP13) 
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The Complex Intake and Enrollment Process - 33/370 for 9% 

In their work, social demographers and educational researchers often report on the 

movement of people from one school to the next, one community to the next and one province to 

the next. In today’s mobile and turbulent world, many students are moving more frequently from 

one country to the next due to various circumstances in their lives (Hodgkinson, 2002; Shields, 

2013; Vega, Lasser & Plotts, 2015). The complex realities associated to demographic change in 

societies around the world pose many challenges for educators and support staff in schools who 

are on the front lines of intake and enrollment. We have found through our work in this inquiry 

and previously (Hamm, 2009, Hamm, 2015b; Hamm & Cormier, 2015) that educators in 

demographically changing schools and communities face additional challenges when students 

and families arrive “without any appointments…or any prior knowledge” (EP2) and “at any 

time of the year” (EP3). The situations become more complex for all involved when the students 

do not speak the language of instruction and have minimal social and cultural understanding of 

the institution they are joining. As one participant noted, “International students just arrive here 

and we would start processing and so our numbers grew” (EP1). 

Early in this study, many educators shared their insights on the complexities they 

experienced while welcoming newcomer students and making them feel welcomed into the 

school culture. In addition to language comprehension challenges between newcomer students 

and their teachers, many students who arrived had spent a part of their life in refugee camps or 

they had fled their country with their families due to war. Many of these students “were coming 

in pretty much at graduation age” (EP4). The most recent example of this reality is reflected in 

the following narrative of one participant who wondered about the educational value of having 

older students attending classes with younger ones.  

It’s hard to put a sixteen year old in, you know, with fourteen year olds and in addition to 

their cultural changes and everything else…We started getting kids who if they had been 

in refugee camps for a while, there were huge gaps in their learning. They might not have 

been in school for a couple of years and so that was really problematic. (EP2) 
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Some participants reported that many newcomer students had learning challenges and that 

“autism has been on the surface by some of our international students” (EP3). Further, the 

students “were coming so fast and furious we’d run out space” (EP2). 

In one descriptive narrative, an educator describes the importance of having a clear-cut picture 

and pathway for effectively conducting student intake and the impact it can have on the student’s 

life while they establish themselves in a new community and country. The process takes 

significant time for it to be effective for the new students as the participant describes: 

When we do effective intake and information gathering, I think, we do a much better job 

of developing an appropriate educational plan for the student. It’s looking at factors such 

as examining their transcripts, trying to translate them, to code them, finding out what 

they mean, what type of program they might have been involved in? What are their 

career goals? What were their prior school experiences? Did they go to school for half 

days, were they going to school half, or full time? Did they have educational gaps? What 

might our concerns be?...There is so much diversity at this school…And initially when the 

newcomer arrives at the school, we’re looking at the WIDA testing before we could 

determine a pathway. So the assessment requires an administrator. It requires the 

information to be input. It requires the results to be communicated back to guidance and 

then guidance has to use that information in terms of developing a schedule…having the 

time to take families on tour, making sure students effectively see the building. It’s trying 

to have that time to go through transcripts and translate them and understand what the 

school system is. It’s speaking with the family and talking about what the future goals 

and aspiration are. And to talk with them about how we build that bridge from where the 

student is now to meeting those goals, or at least giving them the opportunity to aspire to 

those goals. So that all takes time. And I guess in terms of staffing, we figured from a 

guidance perspective to register students who come from Alberta with Canadian records 

that are in English, with all the documentation and their understanding of the school 

system. It probably takes us an hour. When we’re looking at an international student 

coming in, it’s hours and hours. (EP17) 
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Key Finding 

many participants advocated for a 

Welcoming Centre for new 

Canadian families and their 

children. The participants who 

described this structural setting 

firmly believed it would take 

pressure off their school, as well as 

many other area schools within the 

district that were also undergoing 

rapid demographic change. 

Throughout our inquiry, many participants advocated for a Welcoming Centre for new Canadian 

families and their children. The participants who 

described this structural setting firmly believed it would 

take pressure off their school, as well as many other 

area schools within the district that were also 

undergoing rapid demographic change. Professionals at 

the Welcoming Centre could provide the necessary time 

and space to effectively enroll students and help them 

and their families receive a more effective beginning in 

the educational process. As one educator said, “We 

really need a welcoming centre. Absolutely have to 

have one” (EP27). This was confirmed by another 

participant who described the centre in more detail: 

It would be wonderful if we had…people who were paid to come in during August to 

welcome parents, to provide information about schooling, to respond to any questions 

they may have, to photocopy all of the documents, help translate all of the registration 

forms that they have to fill in, explain busing and how that works, and do all of that front 

loaded so that when students come they, like any other students, um, would already have 

their timetable ready to go and they wouldn’t be at a disadvantage…from go… because 

they have to take a number in a queue to have all of those thing sorted out for them so 

that they can eventually get into some classes not necessarily the classes...  Right now 

they are getting in the classes that are available versus the classes that they may or may 

not, uh…need or may or may not want to be in.  Like, their choices are already limited. 

We’d like we’d like to have a welcome centre…we’ve been talking for years…having an 

actual spot in the building where people can come with some couches and computers and 

where there would be a person assigned to that space to help as newcomers come to the 

school help…um..sort of…have that role, that sole focus, which is networking and 

relationships. (EP9) 

At the start of the current school year (2016-2017), the vision was realized and a welcoming 

center was established in a neighboring school within the district. Our team will look for an 
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Key Finding 

We have found through the 

course of our study that societal 

changes in the form of rapid 

demographic change and 

increasing diversity present 

additional educational 

complexities for educators and 

this comes through in the form of 

fragmented communication 

channels across the organization. 

opportunity to visit the Centre in 2017 to gently inquire with leaders there if the intake process 

has become more systematic, effective and stream-lined for the school and for the district. 

Communication Fragmentation - 26/370 for 7% 

When we began this study in April 2015, we found educators and the formal school 

leaders scrambling to respond to the increasing diversity in their school and community. And 

though they had welcomed, at that point in time, hundreds 

of newcomers into the school culture during the preceding 

years, many survey respondents and participants indicated 

that they were constantly striving for more effective 

communication streams in order for them to better 

understand the changes, on a systems-wide scale, as one 

participant told us, “It wasn’t the best communication 

piece” (EP1). We have found through the course of our 

study that societal changes in the form of rapid 

demographic change and increasing diversity present 

additional educational complexities for educators and this comes through in the form of 

fragmented communication channels across the organization. Gradually and over time, we saw 

the communication pieces come together more coherently for information gathering and 

dissemination among school staff and district leaders as another participant reflected, “Ironically 

we’ve come full circle because we’ve been in meetings now that the district and the province 

want to have a better handle on the data” (EP2). 

As we analyzed data and coded it under this category and current theme, we found it 

important as researchers and participants to some degree, to constantly reflect on how large the 

school is, both structurally in its physical appearance and by the sheer number of stakeholders 

that teach and learn in its multiple spaces.  Still, we found many participants who described their 

frustration as their abilities to exchange communications with parents, students, district, 

community and provincial leaders and most importantly with their colleagues, were often 

fragmented. In our minds, this leads to one of the paradoxes in our modern day society. People 

who serve in organizations such as schools have the ability to communicate instantly through 

email and text messages, yet it is often those mediums that confound and fragment them the most 
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as this survey respondent wrote, “I wish we could keep or shut off our email from 5 p.m. to 7 

a.m. You did not answer a phone between those hours 10-15 years ago.” Thus, we view this 

theme as intersecting with many of the thematic insights we categorized and coded under stress 

and anxiety. Further, with all the work the educators have committed to and completed over the 

years since welcoming and integrating hundreds of newcomers into the school, there is still a 

perception among many participants that some community members and provincial government 

leaders do not know about their efforts and the collective work that they have done. As we 

reported earlier in this report, one participant said, “Even levels of government don’t know, let 

alone Joe public, right? … We are the frontlines here, right?” (EP4). This reality motivated 

school leaders and educators to reach into the community and engage the general public through 

school diversity celebrations and talent showcase evenings where the public were invited to learn 

more about the increasing diversity in the school prompting one participant to report later in the 

study, “We have a system that flows a little smoother” (EP27).  

When we inquired about communication in the school and why educators were feeling 

fragmented, we gain several perceptions. One participant reflected below: 

I think teachers like autonomy and education can be very insular. I think that that’s one 

thing that school culture needs; it needs to evolve out of that. I know that the school has 

been making big attempts to do that through cooperative teaching and those sorts of 

dynamics within the school. Nobody has a magic wand to fix anything. Guidance doesn’t 

fix kids, guidance works with kids. Admin, you know, there can be disciplinary ends but 

oftentimes admin works in very much a guidance capacity as well. I think it’s just 

realizing that everybody has challenges and trying to pull in whether it’s the other 

teachers on the team, saying, “how are you making out with so and so?” And we all do 

that. Some of us do it better than others. I think at the high school level we get kind of 

tracked in subject areas, I think that that’s hard to avoid. You got a social studies work 

room, you got a math work room, got a science work room and you tend to get locked 

into those things. (EP24) 

When we inquired further about the flurry of email communication that has become a common 

reality in Canadian educational organizations, one participant indicated below how it affected 

ECHS while undergoing rapid demographic change. 
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It’s constant and we rely a lot more on our computers to relay information and I think we 

lose the empathetic…communication, when we are sending things via email. And 

teachers, on the other hand, all of us, we’re just getting emails from everywhere all day 

long. And it’s like email overload and they’re trying to process that and the teachers are 

engaged with teaching their classes. There is not a whole lot of time to have a chat 

during the day. So I think that systemically there isn’t a whole lot built within public 

education that allows large opportunities of time for dialogue and that makes it more 

challenging and I think, communication does get fragmented. I think we have to work 

extremely hard. (EP17) 

There is little, if any, opportunity to return to the ways it once was prior to email and 

smartphones. The goal might simply be to work at aligning communication more effectively 

which we will discuss in the next section. But many participants believe it is important to keep 

the personal touch in educational communication as one educator describes in the narrative 

below: 

I find the people who really want to engage teachers and it's...it's not the staff meeting 

and it's not usually emails. It's either the one on one, so like what you guys (the 

researchers) are doing now. That's your best or even department meetings where 

everyone has slowed down and we're stopped. It's a small enough group that people feel 

that they can ask a question. Sometimes in a large group setting, like a staff meeting…I 

don't find it as effective. (EP16) 

In the next section we will briefly discuss some of the main implications from our inquiry that 

we encourage our participants, their colleagues, and school and district leaders to consider. 

Conclusion - Implications of this study  

We would like to continue our investigation in this first case. As a result, we are hesitant 

and reluctant to write up a full conclusion in this report due to the fact that we have not formally 

interviewed student participants who attend the school. As I mentioned earlier in this 

monograph, the wisdom that the new Canadian students (and perhaps many of their parents) may 

provide us is a critical piece for our understanding of the impact and implications of 
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immigration, demographic changes and increasing diversity on the stakeholders in the school 

(Grady, 2001; Hamm, 2009; Stewart, 2007). More importantly, the student narratives and their 

member-checks may link with the data we have gathered, coded and analyzed from the educator 

participants and with the document and news report data. By obtaining the student data and 

analyzing it alongside all the other data sets, we believe we will be in a better position for 

methodological triangulation (Stake, 1995). Then we can be more confident in confirming our 

findings and making suggestions for practice and leadership based on the current social realities 

in the school (Senge, 1990).  

 Sincerely then, we are very interested in continuing our work with the educators and 

students in the school in 2017. And though one researcher in this project has felt “behind” in data 

gathering and analysis during varying stages of this project and for various reasons in and out of 

his control, we find reassurance in the work and words of leading researchers who acknowledge 

that conducting a qualitative case study is a challenging endeavor because, 

The phenomena studied by qualitative researchers often take long to happen, and they 

evolve along the way. Often, we need a long time to come to understand what is going 

on. The work is labor intensive, and the costs are hard to trim. Many studies only 

continue because they are a labor of love. (Stake, 1995, pp. 45-46) 

That is what we experienced at Eastern Coastal High School in 2015 and 2016. The phenomenon 

of demographic change that we set out to investigate evolved due to many global events. An 

interested observer of immigration only has to watch a segment of the evening news or pick up a 

local newspaper to gain a sense of a world disrupted and how it has affected one community – 

ours – in Canada. We believe the events taking place across the globe will continue to have a 

significant impact on the stakeholders in the school.  

We will highlight several of the key findings in the rest of this discussion that emerged from the 

intersecting themes to help us respond to our research question: What is/are the impact and 

implications of immigration, demographic changes and increasing diversity on teachers, 

administrators and students in a New Brunswick high school context? Diagram 2 below begins 

to illustrate the intersecting themes in the study. I say “begins” because we are still working 
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through this conceptual representation and we will look for feedback on the themes as they 

intersect in the path diagram from our key participants in the study after we deliver this report. 

Diagram 2 - Hamm & Hamm, 2016 

In our view, the flow chart represents how the themes we have developed intersect in 

multiple ways and in multiple directions. This means that there are significant data events that 

we identified through our constant comparative analysis that are relevant under two or more 

themes.  

Rapid Societal Changes increases complexity for educators 

- Communication fragmentation and intake process increases stress and anxiety 

- Additional and focused PD on intercultural education may ameliorate anxiety 

Early in the study, several educators expressed their frustrations with communication in 

the school and within the district regarding the education of new Canadian and EAL students and 

how to prepare more effectively and serve their needs. Many individuals involved in the intake 

and enrolling process described how they could not initially keep on top of the ongoing arrival 

and intake of international, new Canadian, and refugee students at the school. Often, the only 

way staff knew of international and new Canadian students wishing to attend ECHS was when 

they would show up at the school with their families to register. We clearly identified this reality 

throughout the majority of the interviews and that it caused anxiety in many of the individuals 

who were part of the intake process and beyond into the classrooms. Simply, the reactive process 

was not effective. Further, many other participants described how, initially, they were not as 

pedagogically prepared as they would have liked when the students arrived in their classrooms.  
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Over the course of the study, communication did improve and became less fragmented as 

the educational and department leaders in the school created more effective communication 

channels and educational and language learning pathways for the new Canadian students. In our 

view, it is important that the communication channels expand further in the next years 

through professional learning opportunities for staff. Ongoing professional learning may 

enhance the collective understanding of the intake and enrolling process in the school and district 

and especially how the new students will navigate through their EAL courses and eventually into 

the mainstream core program where they can obtain more courses. Since the opening of the 

Newcomer Support Centre, students now go through the enrolling process with knowledgeable 

professionals who are responsible for welcoming and assessing the students’ English language 

competency prior to their placement within a district school and appropriate educational 

program. We observed and learned that it took a great deal of professional work and advocacy on 

multiple levels from several people to get the Newcomer Support Centre into a district reality.  

Professional Development and Learning about Diversity 

- Increase cultural knowledge through parent engagement and community partnerships 

- Continue to celebrate diversity in the school 

Through the survey and interviewing stages, we learned continuously from our 

participants that the school had not responded to the changes through professional development 

as many of our study participants would have liked. It is important that diversity and 

intercultural education professional learning opportunities are conceptualized, constructed 

and provided throughout the school year in multiple formats for the educators and leaders 

in the school. The implication here is that teachers who serve in increasing diverse and 

intercultural learning environments require focused professional development that will enhance 

their understandings of the background cultures, languages and religions of the new Canadian 

students entering the school system and ECHS. Without this professional learning, educators 

may continue to experience pedagogical doubt and anxiety and flounder in their classrooms 

when they prepare lessons and learning activities for their new Canadian students. Many 

participants in the study said that they had minimal to draw from in their pedagogical toolkits in 

way of deep and relevant professional learning that would allow them to gain and grow better 

understandings of Canadian immigration and demographic change and its impact on them and 
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the families and students who arrived in New Brunswick to restart their lives. Widely 

documented in the Canadian literature on demographic change, additional language learning, 

diversity, intercultural and peace education (Bickmore, 2014; Cummins & Early, 2015; Derwing, 

DeCorby, Ichikawa & Jamieson, 1999; Goddard & Hart, 2007; Hamm, Doğurga, & Scott, 2016; 

Peck, Sears & Donaldson, 2008; Ryan, 2003), it is evident today that Canadian educators do not 

have to be at a disadvantage in their classroom nor should the leaders who are responsible in 

setting the structures for the learning community when it comes to learning about teaching and 

leading in a diverse and intercultural context.  

We learned that ECHS has partnered with university departments and we advocate for 

this relationship to continue long into the future. Further, a source of additional wisdom exists 

with the parents of the children who will gain a stronger connection to the school by being 

invited in to speak with teachers and the students in their classes. We advocate and encourage 

that, wherever possible, it is important for educators across all subject areas and disciplines in the 

school to connect with new Canadian parents in multiple ways. In our view, this does not have to 

be limited to teachers simply communicating the new Canadian parents’ child’s achievement; 

educators may also look to the parents as knowledge keepers and sharers of their culture, 

worldviews and their visions for their lives in New Brunswick and Canada. As one participant 

described, it was important for him/her to know that the parents knew who she/he was and what 

he/she looked like. 

We also suggest that educators and leaders in the school continue to find ways to 

celebrate diversity, intercultural education and peace-building strategies in the school. The image 

of the International Wall Flags has become one of the major symbolic representations of ECHS 

as a demographically changing school and leader in our increasingly diverse and multi-ethnic 

community and province. Further, we found that if teachers had several newcomer students in 

their courses, they described their interactions with them as more rich, interactive and 

educational for them and their entire class of students. Lastly, the school has a strong relationship 

with leaders of the Multicultural Association of Fredericton (MCAF). We can’t state enough that 

this relationship must continue and evolve as the pattern of immigration evolves in the province 

and community.  
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Equity, Advocacy and Social Justice 

- Creating innovative ways to help students gain a sense of belonging 

During the entire 17 months we were in the school, we sensed the urgency teachers and 

administrators were feeling as they worked hard to respond to the unique needs of the newcomer 

students who were entering the community and their school. Through connecting students 

(Relationships and Belonging) and reaching out to parents (Parental Involvement) and requesting 

more PD on cultural diversity topics for the benefit of everyone, educators and leaders in the 

school have consistently demonstrated a strong and increasing commitment to social justice in 

their school and community. The educators we spoke to in the study were committed to teaching 

and leadership excellence for their students at ECHS. Further, the teachers spoke highly of the 

contributions by many of their colleagues who did not participate in the formal part of the study. 

We learned that teachers and leaders advocated continuously for equity and social justice for new 

Canadian students on multiple stages, in multiple and often through very creative processes. We 

believe that the advocacy participants described needs to continue.  

The support structures that have been set up in the school and within the district through 

the Newcomer Support Centre to support new Canadian students and their families must be 

sustained long into the future as more people from outside Canada arrive in New Brunswick 

(Davie, 2016). The one story of advocacy that stands out above many that we gathered is the one 

about teachers creating learning and engagement situations in their classrooms to help their 

English Language students increase their confidence and capacity to engage their Canadian 

peers. In our mind, this is one of the most important and often over-looked stories in 

demographically changing schools and this finding could have been placed under most themes. 

We heard many times that new Canadian students want to belong in more meaningful ways in 

the school. Teachers tried their best through seating arrangements, through group work and 

collaborative learning activities, through sports and activities and through field trips. In their 

minds, the new Canadian students were adjusting well and that might very well be the case. 

However, in our minds, teachers and leaders in the school will have to be even more aware and 

present in the future for student well-being in the school, given the reality of how digital 

communications have evolved the past 10 years. If there are students who feel marginalized in 

the school, as several of our participants described at length, then there may be considerable risk 
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of students engaging in anti-social activities that might become very dangerous for them and for 

their peers. As Robertson (2005) wrote 12 years ago prior to the proliferation of social media, 

Behind the stereotype of charming little newcomers absorbing a new language “like 

sponges” hides an increasingly common story of disillusionment, dropping out, 

underemployment, and ghettoization. Several studies peg the dropout rate for ESL 

students at 75%, three times the rate of non-ESL students. As more provinces adopt 

single exit exams, the drop-out rate for this group is expected to increase, along with the 

risk of creating a perpetual immigrant underclass of low-wage or unemployed adults. 

Bitter reality and shattered dreams create fertile soil for social hostility. (p. 411) 

In Canada, and in New Brunswick, we have the expertise and leadership at hand in our 

schools and in our communities to prevent any reality such as this that Robertson suggests is 

looming. It is important to get the stories of the new Canadian students and delve deeply into 

how they are adjusting and finding success in our schools and belongingness in their new home. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1  

Educator survey questionnaire for Teachers and Administrators 

 

Project Title:  The impact and implications of immigration and demographic changes 

on teachers, administrators and students in a New Brunswick high school 

context 

Principal Investigator:  Dr. Lyle Hamm, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Education, University of 

New Brunswick, 506-447-3152, lhamm@unb.ca 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please circle or check off that you have agreed to provide your responses to this survey questionnaire. 

Please put all completed surveys in the envelope and seal it and place it in the large envelope in the office. 

Thank you. 

 

I have read Dr. Hamm’s information about the project and… I agree to participate_____ 

 

         

Thank you for allowing me to introduce myself and describe this project. The information you provide on 

this questionnaire is very important and will guide me and my team in constructing questions for the 

interviews in stage two of the study.  We will also incorporate your responses on this survey into the data 

analysis. Below are open-ended questions. Based on your experience, please answer each to the best of 

your ability. Please feel free to use additional pages if necessary. 

 

 

1. Generally speaking, what do you perceive to be some of the more interesting, inspiring and/or 

challenging situations you encounter in your role(s) in your school and working life? Please 

describe them as well as you can. 

 

2. To what extent are the experiences that you have described enhancing or impeding your attention, 

focus and ability to perform your job? (ie., accountability, busyness, classroom management, 

curriculum/resource implementation, demographic change, lesson pacing, time constraints) Do 

these experiences enhance your teaching practice? Please explain. 

 

 

3. If you have taught in this school or school district for longer than 10 years, what are some of the 

significant differences in the school and community and changes in your role that you have 

become aware of now compared to when you began teaching? Please describe. 

 

 

4. To what extent are you familiar with the demographic changes occurring in this province? In this 

community? From your perception and experience, how have the demographic changes impacted 

your planning and classroom pedagogy as well as your classroom management? Please describe 

and explain. 

mailto:lhamm@unb.ca
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5. If you are teaching students from diverse backgrounds (ie. linguistic, cultural, racial, religious, 

gender) in your classes, what are some of the experiences you have encountered that have had an 

impact on your planning and pedagogical strategies that you employ in your class? How have you 

responded to these experiences? Please describe in detail. 

 

6. In your perception, has the increasing school and community diversity contributed to your 

classroom and teaching practices in productive and positive ways? Has the diversity made your 

school and your job more interesting, fulfilling and meaningful? Please describe. 

 

7. What type of professional development activities and learning experiences do you believe may 

support you as an educator and help you to understand learning and teaching in diverse 

classrooms? Please describe. 

 

8. How much and what type of professional development and educational support have you 

experienced where teaching students from diverse backgrounds has been the primary focus? 

Where have you encountered this education? How did this education benefit your teaching and 

understandings? Please describe these educational and professional development activities 

further? (ie. ESL training, cultural awareness) 
 

To help with our analysis, can you please also provide the following demographic data: 

 

9. What is your gender?    Male _____  Female _____ 

 

10. How long have you been a teacher?  0-10 yrs ____ 11-20 yrs ____ 21 + yrs ____ 

 

11. How long have you been a teacher in the School District? 

 

Thank you for helping us in our research. We wish you the best in your teaching and learning. 
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Appendix 2 – Initial themes – December, 2015 

A  
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Appendix 3 

Individual Teacher Interview Protocol 

How long have you been working in ECHS? 

Can you tell us where you worked before you came to ECHS and what your roles were then? I.e. 

teaching, coaching, leadership. 

When did you first become aware that immigration and demographic changes were occurring in 

our community? Was there a social event or a precise moment that you can think of that 

increased your cultural awareness? How did you respond? Describe. 

Researcher note - The survey data we collected in May and June yielded eight areas that the 

participants indicated were associated to immigration and demographic changes as having 

implications in the school. We organized these further into categories (themes have begun to 

emerge through the constant/comparative analysis of all the data – we will observe if they still 

hold as we gather more data or if new ones will emerge). Two more have emerged. These were: 

1. Parental Involvement in the school 

2. Relationships in the school - Pros and Cons 

3. Professional Development and Learning – Pro and Cons 

4. Equity, Advocacy and Social Justice 

5. Cultural Awareness and Responsiveness 

6. Stress and anxiety 

7. The Intake Process 

8. Communication Fragmentation 

9. Colliding  worldviews 

10. Students and Community Members as Teachers/Leaders 

Of these ten, we would like you to describe some events that you have experienced through your 

service in your multiple roles here that might align with ideas you may have about these 

categories/themes? 

Let’s go through each one together…. 

1. Parents or Parental Involvement 

If relevant, how do you engage and interact with parents of your students who are from diverse 

cultures and are new to New Brunswick? 

Are you able to communicate effectively with new immigrant parents?  What strategies do you 

employ?  What would you like to do better? 
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What are some of the success stories that you would like to share?  

What are some of the challenges and complexity you have encountered? How have you broken 

down any barriers that you have faced? Please describe. 

2. Stress and Anxiety 

If relevant, are there events or realities associated to demographic change and increasing 

immigration and cultural diversity within your school and classroom that create stress and 

anxiety for you?  

How have these factors influenced your teaching practices and pedagogy? 

Do you think that other colleagues in your school are affected in the same way as you are? Please 

explain. 

3. Relationships in the School – Pros and Cons 

Overall, how would you characterize the relationships among and between the members of this 

school community? 

In your perception, what are student-student relationships like in this school? 

If you could envision an ideal school environment and culture, what would peer relationships 

look like here? 

Where does ECHS fit into your ideal? 

What needs to change? 

How can you influence this change? 

4. Cultural Awareness and Responsiveness –  

How do you perceive and enact your role(s) through your educational service and teaching at 

ECHS to draw attention to and create awareness to the demographic changes occurring in the 

school, community and province? 

Many teachers noted in the survey that teaching new immigrant students has enriched their 

teaching experiences. If this has been your experience, can you describe one experience and how 

it affected you? 

As an educator, how have you been responsive to the demographic changes at your school and in 

your community? 

How have you changed your teaching practices or altered your pedagogical understandings and 

strategies to accommodate the demographics changes at ECHS? 
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5. Equity and Advocacy –  

Looking across the many spectrums and layers of social interaction and academic engagement in 

ECHS, what are some of the strategies you employ to advocate for the students?  

Within a multi-linguistic and multicultural classroom framework, how can equity for each 

student be achieved in your classroom? 

Do you believe equity is achieved for all students in your school?  Why or why not? How? 

How do you advocate for more equity for students who do not have the linguistic, social and 

cultural capital as students from the dominant language and culture possess? 

6. Professional Development and Learning  

What has prepared you to teach in the multi-lingual, multi-ethnic learning environment of 

ECHS? 

Can you describe what professional development looks like in ECHS? 

What kind of PD with regard to the demographic changes, immigration and diversity would you 

most benefit from? 

Have you sought out any personal PD that was not provided by your school or district? 

What educational supports have you received that have influenced your teaching within a multi-

lingual and multicultural diverse classroom? Are there any other supports that you would like to 

receive? Please explain. 

How do you plan culturally relevant learning for your students? 

7. The Intake Process 

Can you describe your experience welcoming newcomer students to ECHS into your classroom?  

8. Communication Fragmentation 

How do you communicate with your colleagues to learn more about immigration, diversity and 

demographic changes occurring in your school, community and province? Do you find these 

communication networks effective and informative? Please describe. 

9. Students and Community Members as Teachers/Leaders 

Currently, how do students contribute to the learning opportunities in this school community?   

Are there ways students could influence the learning around cultural diversity and immigration 

even more? How? 
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10. Colliding Worldviews 

Are there any instances at ECHS where religious views, traditions, cultural identities, etc. have 

influenced the behaviours, decisions or actions of school stakeholders? Please explain. 

How has your upbringing and worldviews enhanced or restricted your perceptions and teaching 

practices within this ever changing learning environment? 

Last Question - Is there more you would like to add to our conversation to help us understand 

important ideas we have not inquired about that our categories (to date) have not addressed or 

touched upon? 

If you have more information you would like to share, please contact us at lhamm@unb.ca  Or 

amandadscott@hotmail.com 

 

 

Thanks for your time and commitment to our project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:lhamm@unb.ca
mailto:amandadscott@hotmail.com
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Appendix 4 

Individual Administration Interview Protocol (adjusted January 2016) 

How long have you been working in ECHS? 

Can you tell us where you worked before you came to ECHS and what your roles were then? Ie. 

Teaching, coaching, leadership. 

When did you first become aware that immigration and demographic changes were occurring in 

our community? Was there a social event or a precise moment that you can think of that 

increased your cultural awareness? How did you respond? Describe. 

Researcher note - The survey data we collected in May and June yielded eight areas that the 

participants indicated were associated to immigration and demographic changes as having 

implications in the school. We organized these further into categories (themes have begun to 

emerge through the constant/comparative analysis of all the data – we will observe if they still 

hold as we gather more data or if new ones will emerge). Two more have emerged. These were: 

1. Parental Involvement in the school 

2. Relationships in the school - Pros and Cons 

3. Professional Development and Learning – Pro and Cons 

4. Equity, Advocacy and Social Justice 

5. Cultural Awareness and Responsiveness 

6. Stress and anxiety 

7. The Intake Process 

8. Communication Fragmentation 

9. Colliding  worldviews 

10. Students and Community Members as Teachers/Leaders 

Of these ten, we would like you to describe some events that you have experienced through your 

service in your multiple roles here that might align with ideas you may have about these 

categories/themes? 

Let’s go through each one together…. 

Parents or Parental Involvement 

If relevant, how do you engage and interact with parents from minority cultures who are new to 

New Brunswick? 

What are some of the success stories that you would like to share?  
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What are some of the challenges and complexity you have encountered? How have you broken 

down any barriers that you have faced? Please describe. 

How would you coach or mentor another VP on working with new immigrant parents? 

Stress and Anxiety 

If relevant, are there events or realities associated to demographic change and increasing 

immigration and cultural diversity within your school that create stress and anxiety for you? Do 

these factors have implications for/on the leadership you are providing in your school? 

Do you think that other colleagues (administrators or teachers) in your school are affected in the 

same way? Please explain. 

What would you say to another VP in a culturally diverse school (or in any school) if you 

believed they were struggling in their job and experiencing anxiety and stress? 

Relationships in the School – Pros and Cons 

Overall, how would you characterize the relationship among and between the members of this 

school community? 

What are student-student relationships like in this school? 

How would you coach another VP to contribute to the development of relationships in a school? 

(The literature on this topic is broad) 

Cultural Awareness and Responsiveness –  

How do you perceive and enact your role(s) through your leadership to draw attention to and 

create awareness to the demographic change occurring in the school, community and province? 

How have you, as an educational leader, been responsive to the demographic changes at your 

school? 

If another VP in another school began to see the same demographic changes in their school, what 

would you say to them or how might you coach and mentor them in support of helping them 

respond effectively to the changing demands? 

How would you encourage another VP in a diverse community to become more aware of the 

demographic changes that are impacting a school culture and community? 
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Equity and Advocacy –  

Looking across the many spectrums and layers of social interaction and academic engagement in 

ECHS, what are some of the strategies you employ in your leadership to advocate for the 

students and staff?  

Do you believe equity is achieved for all students in your school?  Why or why not? 

How do you advocate for more equity for students who do not have the linguistic, social and 

cultural capital as students from the dominant language and culture possess? 

How would you support or mentor another VP working in a culturally diverse school to stay 

focused on equity and social justice for all students, particularly for new immigrant or refugee 

students who may need additional educational supports? 

Professional Development and Learning –  

Can you describe what professional development looks like in ECHS? 

What kind of PD with regard to the demographic changes, immigration and diversity would you 

most benefit from? 

When you are in classrooms supervising and supporting teachers, what do you look for 

regarding culturally relevant pedagogies being used by teachers? Are teachers responding 

to the changing demographics? How? 

Ideally, what educational supports would you like to receive or be able to provide to others at 

ECHS? Please explain. 

Okay – a scenario – you have many VPs in front of you listening to your experiences working in 

a diverse school. You are the expert…what are some topics you want them to be more aware of 

as their schools begin to change in New Brunswick and rural Canada? Why? 

Students and Community Members as Teachers 

Currently, how do students contribute to the learning opportunities in this school community?   

Are there ways students could influence the learning around cultural diversity and immigration 

even more? How? 

The Intake Process 

Can you describe your experience welcoming newcomer students to ECHS into your classroom? 
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Communication Fragmentation 

How do you communicate with your colleagues to learn more about immigration, diversity and 

demographic changes occurring in your school, community and province? Do you find these 

communication networks effective and informative? Please describe. 

If you had the chance to mentor some of your VP colleagues in other schools on effective 

communication strategies in fast-moving, demographically changing environments, reflecting 

increasing diversity and immigration, how do you coach them? 

Colliding Worldviews 

Are there any instances at ECHS where religious views, traditions, cultural identities, etc. have 

influenced the behaviours, decisions or actions of school stakeholders? Please explain. 

Last Question - Is there more you would like to add to our conversation to help us understand 

important ideas we have not inquired about that our categories (to date) have not addressed or 

touched upon? 

 

If you have more information you would like to share, please contact us at 

amandadscott@hotmail.com or lhamm@unb.ca 

Thanks for your time and commitment to our project. 

  

mailto:amandadscott@hotmail.com
mailto:lhamm@unb.ca
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Appendix 5 

 

 


